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Foreword
Winter is well and truly here and even though the days
are shorter and the nights both longer and colder, there is
plenty of room for optimism and cheer and we will give you
a whole load of events and reasons to beg that receptionist
back at the hotel/hostel to prolong your stay for another
day or week! But the real season by far is Advent, the lead
up to Christmas where Zagrebians come out in force and
devour mulled wine, grilled gourmet sausages, hot round
doughnuts, and many other culinary delights. And since
Advent is in full swing, we have a resounding wrap up of
what to do and see. Of course, the rest of the winter in
the city is a buzz and you can expect a lot of interesting
exhibitions, concerts and festivals. City museums are a
fave, even with kids. The winter months never have to be
boring because the city is full of events. Already in January,
following the holidays, you can look forward to the Night
of Museums. In March, the ZagrebDox - International
Documentary Film Festival and the Zagreb Festival of Lights
await you. So, let the bells jingle, let the food tingle, and we
would love for you get out and mingle whilst in ZG!

COVER STORY
The cover contains a photograph of Petra Grozaj’s work
that is currently being exhibited at the Galženica Gallery
in Velika Gorica and can be viewed until 21 December.
The work is called ‘Getting Ready’, or (Spremanje) in
Croatian. More about the artist can be found at www.
petragrozaj.com.
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Advantages of Zagreb Card:
— Unlimited access to public transportation
—Free admission to city attractions

Zagreb
Card24
98 kn

It also includes discounts at more than 55 locations such
as museums, galleries, restaurants, shops, and others.
From now on, Zagreb Card can be purchased online,
at the Tourist Information Center on Zagreb`s main square
and at Franjo Tuđman Airport.

Zagreb
Card72
135 kn

Free admission to the Museum of the City of Zagreb, the
Museum of Arts and Crafts, the Museum of Contemporary
Art, the Museum of Broken Relationships, Zagreb 360° –
Zagreb Eye observation deck, and the Zagreb ZOO.
For more information, visit our website at
www.zagrebcard.com

Alem Korkut @ Lauba – The House for People and Art Archives

Cool-ture
THE BEST OF CULTURE AND EVENTS
THIS WINTER

Cool-ture
CROATIAN HERITAGE AT ITS
FINEST
30.11.2019 - 02.02.2020 » VISOVAC – SPIRITURALITY AND CULTURE ON LAPIS ALBA
Why It’s Must See: For the very first time, the treasures of
the Treasury of the Franciscan Monastery ‘Our Mother of
Mercy’ on the Visovac Island will be presented to the general public. For over 600 years of stormy history, Franciscan
monks have offered help to the local population in times
of enemy attacks, famine, and poverty. Simultaneously,
they have gathered an immense amount of artefacts
which have now been restaurated and over 500 of these
archived treasures including historical church linens and
dishes, incunabulas, paintings, sabres, jewellery, weapons,
decrees and more. QB‑3, Arts and Crafts Museum, Trg
Republike Hrvatske 10, www.muo.hr.
Nearby: Seeking a great pit stop after attending the Visovac
exhibit, then head to Cafe Gymnasium with its super elegant
interior that oozes cosiness. Coffee and cakes are in abundance
here and once done, another tip is to head over to the Zagreb
Music Academy as it often hosts a solid concert program.
21.11.2019 - 24.05.2020 » VARVARIA / BERBERIUM / BRIBIR: HISTORICAL LAYERS REVEALED
Why It’s Must See: The Croatian History Musuem presents Bribirska Glavica, one of the most important archaeological sites in Croatia. It was the site of Liburnian and Roman Varvaria as well as medieval Breberium, a seat of the
most powerful Croatian medieval kindred, the Šubići of
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Bribir. The visible ruins on Bribirska Glavica have attracted
much archaeological interest for over 100 years and the
exhibition is based on excavated archaeological material
and findings; fit for any passionate historian. QB‑1, Croa‑
tian History Museum, Matoševa 9, www.hismus.hr.
Nearby: As you are in the heart of the Old Upper Town,
visit the Croatian National Parliament and St. Mark’s
Church. At first dusk when the stars and moon become
clearer, light bearers appear and you can follow them light
up 217 age old gas lamps which illuminate the streets. Reward yourself with a beverage in the ‘Under the Old Roofs
Inn’, the oldest such inn which opened in 1830.
17.01 - 10.04 » CROATS – THE NATION BEHIND
THE MYTH
Why It’s Must See: An exhibition dedicated to the elite
16th century Croatian guards and light cavalry who fought
in the Thirty Years’ war along with the irregular guerrilla
soldiers named ‘Uskoks’. They fought the Ottomans and
Venetians and gained a reputation of being skilled and
fearless warriors. In addition, the exhibition also tells the
story of the unique Croatian horsemen’s necktie, the kravat which quickly spread throughout the world and is now
known as the modern day tie. Exclusive exhibits, maps,
weapons and multimedia content! QB‑3, Ethnographic
Museum, Trg Mažuranića 14, www.emz.hr.
Nearby: After viewing the exhibition, both the Croatian National Theater and the Croatian National Archives buildings
are a must with their arhchitectural and historical features. The
Botaničar Bar is tip-top for chilling out amidst its green and art
noveau surroudings. Even young artists get to exhibit here!
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Cool-ture
AMAZING SPACES
CROATIAN INSTITUTE OF HISTORY
Even though the heart of the institute is with its
scholars who carry on with their research into
Croatian history at a national and European
level, the Croatian Institute of History is an attraction due to the sheer beauty of the building. Highlights include the Golden Hall, the
Pompejanska Hall and the Renaissance studio
which are rich in artistic and architectural splendor. QC‑1, Opatička 10, www.isp.hr.

HDLU Archives

THE CROATIAN SOCIETY OF ARTISTS
Circular and galleried, lit up at night in neon colours, this
building designed by pre-eminent Croatian sculptor Ivan
Meštrović is a stunning piece of architecture. As its popular name džamija testifies, it was converted to a mosque
in World War II. Restored to its original purpose in 1993,
the gallery is now an exhibition space for all forms of visual arts, while a new mosque has been purpose-built in
the Borovje neighbourhood.QTrg žrtava fašizma 16, tel.
(+385-1) 461 18 19/(+385-1) 461 18 18, fax (+385-1) 457
68 31, www.hdlu.hr. Open 11:00 - 19:00, Sat and Sun
10:00 - 18:00. Closed Mon, Tue. Admission 20/10kn.
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THE CROATIAN STATE ARCHIVES
(HRVATSKI DRŽAVNI ARHIV)
On Marulić Square - part of the splendid, architecturally planned Green Horseshoe - stands
a grand Art Nouveau building - one of the finest piece of architecture in Zagreb. This building now houses the Croatian State Archive, the
home of documentation of state importance.
The Reading Room, which has undergone a
full restoration completed at the end of 2004,
is particularly fine. Guided tours are available
in English, German or Croatian at 10:00, 13:00
and 14:00. 20kn per person.QB‑4, Marulićev
trg 21, tel. (+385-1) 480 19 99/(+385-1) 482 92
44, 480 19 21, fax (+385-1) 482 90 00, www.
arhiv.hr. Open 08:15-15:45; Thu 08:15-17:45;
Fri 08:14-14:45; closed Sat, Sun.

Photo by Viktor Juric on Unsplash Mirogoj Cemetery, Zagreb, Croatia
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ART PAVILION IN ZAGREB (UMJETNIČKI PAVILJON)
A brilliant yellow exterior woos you to it from its place on Trg kralja Tomislava.
Inside you’ll find a superb home for all kinds of domestic and international art,
great beneficiaries of the generous natural lighting that spills in from the top.
Pre-bookings for a foreign language guide can be organized.QC‑3, Trg kralja
Tomislava 22, tel. (+385-1) 484 10 70/(+385-1) 481 64 87, fax (+385-1) 484 10
80, www.umjetnicki-paviljon.hr. Open 11:00-20:00; Fri 11:00-21:00; closed
Mon. Admission varies depending on exhibition.
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Photo by Anthony Rosset on Unsplash

MIROGOJ CEMETERY
Situated on the slopes of the Medvednica mountain, it is one of the most
beautiful cemeteries in Europe. Limegreen cupolas top the wall that surrounds the memorial park. Mirogoj is
not only a burial place but also a beautiful park and open art gallery. Not far
from the present mortuary, in the period between 1852 and 1895 there stood
the summer house of the Illyrian leader,
Ljudevit Gaj. After his death the municipality bought the complete estate and
constructed the central Zagreb cemetery upon it. The well-known architect
Herman Bollé designed the shape of
the cemetery, applying a monumental
composition of arcades, pavilions and
domes, intermingled with rich vegetation, and adding a gallery of sculptures by Croatian sculptors. Getting
There Bus N°106 from the Cathedral to
Mirogoj takes 15min. You can also take
tram N°14 from the main square heading east (to Mihaljevac) and get out
at the fourth stop (Gupčeva zvijezda).
QJ‑1, Aleja Hermanna Bollea 27.
Winter 2019-2020 9
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SKETCHES OF ZAGREB
Trešnja Theatre Archives

ANDRIJA MUTNJAKOVIĆ
Get a glimpse of the life and
work of Andrija Mutnjaković, a
ninety year old architect who
was responsible for designing
one of Zagreb’s most recognisable buildings, the Trešnja
Theatre as well as a visionary and futuristic residential
flower-house which dissolves
by day and closes at night and
in the rain, the project was
even sent to compete in Hollywood.

IVAN MEŠTROVIĆ
A marble sculpture ‘The Abandoned One’ by one of the
world’s most famous sculptors was previously owned
by the Italian royal family
and later sold at the Christie’s
Auction House in Paris for a
whopping €331.600. This is as
much as six times the estimated price for the 57 centimetre
sculpture that was considered
lost, and has only been exhibited twice (at the 1908 and
1910 exhibitions in Vienna).

NIGHT AT THEATRE
14, 16, 17, 27, 28, 30, 31.12.2019; 10, 11.1.2020; 11, 12, 28, 29.2.2020 »
EMERICH KALMAN - COUNTESS MARICA
Since its last premiere, one of the most beloved and requested operettas,
‘Countes Marica’ returns to the Comedy Theatre and stars Sandra Bagarić and
Darija Auguštan. The tale of a passionate and attractive countess who, in her attempts to break from troublesome courtiers decides to fake her engagement,
which leads to complications galore.The unforgettable arias, passionate protagonists and legendary acting performances come together in this splendid
piece. QC‑1, Komedija Theatre, Kaptol 9, www.komedija.hr.
10 Zagreb In Your Pocket

VINKO UHLIK
The story of the urbanist,
architect and painter Vinko
Uhlik born in 1933 is little
known to the public, yet he
is the man behind the face
of Novi Zagreb and its many
districts; he is actually the one
who deserves to be dubbed
the King of Dugave, Zapruđe,
Utrine, Siget and Središće.
Namely, he is the architect of
new Zagreb’s urban areas that
were built and developed in
the 1960s.

zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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Cool-ture
OFF THE BEATEN PATH
These galleries contain lesser-known treasures in quieter spaces.
Photo by Boris Cvjetanovic, Atelieri Žitnjak Archives

ATELIERI ŽITNJAK
Art with limitless boundaries, art in all forms and
shapes, art that defines and breaks norms, these are
just some of the traits that personify this artelier which
opens its arms to all passionate about art. Located on
the city periphery, this atelier is a place to meet and
greet artists from all walks of life that get the platform
needed to express their talents. From December 20th,
a modern day artist named Nadija Mustapić from
Rijeka will be presenting some of her works. QM‑4,
Žitnjak 53, tel. (+385-) 095 913 27 02/(+385-) 091
558 35 95. Open 10:00-14:00, 17:00-20:00; Fri 10:0014:00, 17:00-22:00; Sat 10:00-14:00; closed Sun.
Open at other times by prior arrangement.
Info: If you are coming from Žitnjak, which is located
outside the tourist routes, you will not be left hungry.
Nearby is the Nostalgia Gurman Grill (Radnička Road
184). This whole area is very distinctive. It is best to take
transportation in the winter months, and for warmer,
a bike is great for exploring that entire part of Zagreb.

SPOT GALLERY - OFFICE
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography is the key word at
Spot with adventurous exhibitons taking place at a national
and international level. See the
works of up and coming to wellknown artists as well as collabortions with other galleries. It is a
place to deliberate, reflect, intepret and promote the power of
photography in this day and age.
QČanićeva 6, www.croatianphotography.com.
Info: A 5-minute walk from
Pločnik (you can read about it in
our Nightlife section).

12 Zagreb In Your Pocket

Dragana Jurisic, Moja neznana ja, Spot Gallery Archives
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Stipan Tadic @ Lauba – The House for People and Art Archives

Cool-ture

LAUBA – THE HOUSE FOR PEOPLE AND ART (KUĆA ZA LJUDE I UMJETNOST LAUBA)
Known as the House for People and Art, it has a collection of 500 works created over
the last 60 years and includes some of the greatest names in recent Croatian art. Exhibitions change monthly. The perfect setting for art and interaction!QH‑3, Baruna
Filipovića 23a, tel. (+385-1) 630 21 15, fax (+385-1) 630 21 42, www.lauba.hr. Open
14:00-22:00; Sat 11:00-22:00; closed Sun. Admission 25/10 kn. U
Info: Lauba has its own restaurant where you can dine.

VN GALLERY
Positioned along the city’s longest street named Ilica, this
gallery has a long tradition of open mindedness to all forms
of art and media. Carefully selected exhibitions of artworks
to paintings, and installantions to perforamce is what makes
VN Gallery a standout venue. QH‑3, Ilica 163a, www.kgz.
hr. Open Mon, Tue 14:00-20:00; Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat 08:0014:00; closed Sun. Admission free.
Info: If you are planning to visit VN gallery then visit the
Lauba… they are in the same neighborhood.

Photo from Tomo Savić Gecan exhibition, Photo by Boris Cvjetanović, VN Gallery Archives
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LEARN MORE ABOUT ZAGREB
ZAGREB CITY MUSEUM
31.01 » TEN YEAR PROJECT OF ZAGREB NEIGHBOURHOODS (2009-2019)
Why It’s Must See: Just as the title states, this is the final year of this collaborative project which takes us on a stroll down
memory lane in order to relive and revive some of that old charm. In fact, it looks at one suburb per year and is a thorough
and in-depth presentation of the history of each suburb through the assistance of photos, public collections and family
memoires. A comparison of the here and then is clear and there are real actors who convey the way life once was. QC‑1,
Zagreb City Museum, Opatička 20, www.mgz.hr.
Nearby: The Croatian Institute of History is an eye catching venue with amazing halls and rooms decked out from floor
to ceiling in a very traditional style. Also close is the Stone Gate (Kamenita vrata), a place of worship where people light
candles in prayer to the Virgin Mary and as you turn the corner, Kavana Lav is the perfect setting to chill at any time of day.

PRIGORJE MUSEUM
29.10 - 27.03 » PHOTOGRAPHED: IVO KIRIN
Why It’s Must See: Snap, camera,
action! Ivo Kirin was the first photographer from Sesvete (an outer
suburb of Zagreb) who used his
back then modern photography
camera to record events in and
around his area from the late 1900s
to the mid-1940s. Kirin’s oeuvre depicts how people lived long ago,
especially in the Sesvete area. This
is photography that reminisces and
tells a story! QPrigorje Museum,
Trg D. Domjanića 5, Sesvete, www.
muzejprigorja.hr.
Nearby: If you choose to visit Prigorje Museum on the 15th of December,
at 19:00, at Narodno sveučilište Sesvete will be a humanitairan Christmas concert with the HRT Tambura
Orchestra performing. Also, the Jazz
Cafe Forum in Sesvete each Friday
has a rich programme of concerts.

Cyclists, Photo by Ivo Kirin, Prigorje Museum Archives
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THE TOŠO DABAC ARCHIVE
Why It’s Must See: One of Croatia’s all time
best photographers has left a legacy for
future generations. His archives include
thousands of negatives, enlargements
and newspaper clippings all of which are
a testimony to the history of Zagreb too.
The all encomapssing Dabac worked on
portraits, artworks, and photographs
amongst others. Today, the creative space
is also used for exhibits, researchers, platforms and more. QB‑2, Ilica 17, www.
msu.hr. Visit for public with professional
guidance on Wed 12:00 - 16:00 by prior
arrangement. Free entry. J
Nearby: Once done at the Dabac Archives,
head towards the funicular which takes
you from the Lower town to the Upper
town (and vice-versa) in a short ride that
is worth the experience. Then there is the
Take Me Home – Croatian Design Shop‘ for
authentic souvenires as created by over 60
local designers and for all perfume lovers
there is Top - Niche Perfumery.

Tošo Dabac Archives
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DON’T LEAVE THE KIDS AT HOME
THE OBSERVATORY (ZVJEZDARNICA)
Zagreb’s little known observatory is where you should head to make
use of all those wishes you’ve been stockpiling over the years. It is
located in the picturesque surroundings of Gornji Grad (upper town).
The building continues to be a key post for scientific observation of
natural astronomical phenomena, and regularly hosts visitors – both
young and old – looking for a peek at stardust.QC‑1, Opatička 22, tel.
(+385-1) 485 13 55, www.zvjezdarnica.hr. Open 20:00-22:00; closed
Sun, Mon, Sat. Admission free. For organized tours call (+385-1) 485
13 55.
Kid ‘s friendly: It is defintiely worth going onto the Zagreb’s funicular
and once you reach the Upper town, the views of the city and beyond
will give you goose bumps, especially from the Lotrščak Tower.

Backo Train Museum - Backo Mini Express Archives
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BACKO TRAIN MUSEUM - BACKO
MINI EXPRESS
The largest model train set in Southeast Europe. It is a miniature wonderland where no detail has been spared.
With a kilometre of tracks winding
from underfoot to overhead, this miniature world is a favourite for small
children, while at the same time just
as interesting for discerning adults of
all ages. Enthusiasts of the genre will
be mesmerized by the over 100 model
train compositions: featuring passenger trains to freighters and everything
in between. Not to be outdone, hundreds of roads are set into the stunning
scenery and are alive will all manner of
moving motor vehicles; complete with
stoplights and traffic signals. Unique
to Backo is a model ski hill complete
with tiny skiers carving up the face
of this one-of-a-kind feature.QB‑2,
Gundulićeva 4, tel. (+385-) 098 20 28
83, www.backo.hr. Open 10:00-18:00;
closed Mon, Sun. Tickets 25/20kn.
Kid ‘s friendly: Once you’ve visited the
Backo Mini Express, honk into Magnolia,
a famous Zagreb pattisserie with fresh
cakes made from fresh ingredients and
a selection of hot and cold teas and
beverages. They pay attention to detail
and serving!

zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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Museum of Illusions Archives

MUSEUM OF ILLUSIONS (MUZEJ
ILUZIJA)
Test your perception at this amazing and
unique Museum in this part of Europe where
things do not appear as they should, and that
is where the fun begins. An adventure of visual and sensual stimuli is about to test your
very perception, or is it deception? Best of all,
a transformation of the premises has just occurred with stereograms, illusion chairs and
a kaleidoscope amongst the new features.
Test your skills with amazing visual and sensory challenges open for all ages and in both
Croatian/English. Find the solutions to all of the
illusions!QB‑2, Ilica 72, tel. (+385-1) 799 96
09/(+385-) 091 942 20 07, www.muzejiluzija.
com. Open 09:00–22:00. Admission 50/30kn.
Family ticket 120kn (includes two adults plus
two small children). PTJW
Kid ‘s friendly: Now that you have mastered
the Museum of Illusions, dive into a world of
fables and books that you can sit, read and
discuss together with your child at Planetopija
bookstore.
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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TOP 5 CULTURAL SOUVENIRS
FOR CHILDREN:

Take Me Home Croatian Design Shop Archives

1. Boya is a dry, waxy pastel
for drawing, colouring and
painting. Unlike crayons in
sticks, they can draw lines
of different thicknesses, as
well as draw surfaces, making them perfect for little
children’s hands which are
not used to holding classic
pencils and colouring pencils. They can be purchased
at Take me Home.
2. Oblo is a 3D didactic
puzzle that is challenging
for kids of all ages. Oblo
teaches children geometry
and enhances motor skills
and coaches eye-coordination. You can buy it at the
Museum of Contemporary
Art or at Take me Home.
3. Ivana Brlić Mažuranić
was a great Croatian writer
for children. In Planeotopia,
you can buy a set-pack in
English with her story ‘Stribor’s Forest’ which includes
(CD, Audiobook, DVD with
cartoon and a surprise gift).
Sincere recommendations
and it is a fantastic read!

Story Teller Cube Archives
The Goldsmith’s Treasure Archives

4. Story Teller Cube, a didactic game with no rules
for children and adults. Each
cube makes one category:
time, person, place, object,
animal and means of transportation. Tossing or picking dice offers children and
parents basic illustrations
to help them invent stories.
You can buy the dice.
5. The Goldsmith’s Gold,
a classic novel by the great
Croatian writer Augusta
Šenoa with a theme based
on unrequited love. A romantic story centred on
historical facts. You can find
it at the Link Gallery.
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SPECIAL EVENTS
31.01 » THE NIGHT OF THE
MUSEUM 2020
This year’s edition of the Night
of the Museums is dedicated to
mega anniversaries as celebrated
by Croatian Museums, such as
the 200 th anniversary of the Split
Archaeological Museum or the
140 th anniversary of the Museum
of Arts and Crafts in Zagreb and
many others. Over the course of
the last 15 years, this event has attracted over 5 million visitors and
its greatest achievement has been
the promotion of the importance
of museums, enticing more people
to ‘discover’ the world of museums
and to become their permanent
visitors.Qwww.nocmuzeja.hr.

The Night of the Museum, Photo by Tomislav Jagar, Contemporary Art Museum Archives
Festival of Lights Zagreb, Photo by M.Mihaljevic,
Zagreb Tourist Board Archives

18.03 - 22.03 » FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS
ZAGREB
For the fourth year in a row, Zagreb will hold
a Festival of Lights. Several structures in the
historic city center will be chosen to be illuminated with cutting-edge lights. Audio-visual installations will be projected onto them,
which will create a spectacular light display.
Don’t miss out on experiencing this magical
event.Qwww.festivalsvjetlazagreb.hr.

31.03 - 05.04 » ZAGREB AUTO SHOW
Zagreb Auto Show is an international showroom for cars, commercial vehicles, motorcycles and related transport. Founded in
1992, it is a member of the exclusive elite
car shows from around the world. Over the
years it has become the most prestigious
car showroom in this part of Europe with attractive exhibitions, exhibited cars, numerous world premieres, an entertaining show
program with a bit of glamour and glitz.
QI‑5, Zagreb Fair, Avenija Dubrovnik 15,
tel. (+385-1) 650 31 11, www.zv.hr.
Winter 2019-2020 19
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The New Power Generation Archives

5 MUST SEE - CONCERTS
15.12 » THE NEW POWER GENERATION CELEBRATING PRINCE
Don’t miss the unique musical spectacle that The New
Power Generation brings in honour of its frontman and
mentor, one of the greatest legends of the world music
scene in Prince. The New Power Generation will hold a
concert in the Croatian capital as part of the MBS concert
series, and it will be the closest and most original audience
the Zagreb audience get to hear as a tribute to one of the
world’s pop icons.QE‑3, Tvornica kulture, Pavla Šubića 2,
tel. (+385-1) 457 83 89, 175kn.

08.02 » EDITORS - GREATEST HITS TOUR
One of the darlings of the Zagreb audience, this English
rock band which formed in 2002 in Birmingham, is coming
back to Zagreb where they will perform their greatest hits.
Editors have so far released two platinum studio albums,
six in total, with several million copies in combined sales.
Alongside their critical acclaim and strong success on the
charts, Editors have consistently enjoyed sold-out tours.
QH‑3, Dom sportova, Trg Krešmira Ćosića 11, tel. (+3851) 365 03 33, 190kn, www.editors-official.com.

15.01 » SINEAD O’CONNOR
One of the most talented Irish musical artists ever performs in Zagreb for the first time and at a small intimate
venue for 1200 people. From the mid-1980s to the present,
Sinead has been known for her extraordinary voice and
colourful career, working with many big names including Bono and Elton John. Her version of Princes’ ‘Nothing
Compares 2 U’ still remains one of the greatest pop hits
of all time.QE‑3, Tvornica kulture, Pavla Šubića 2, tel.
(+385-1) 457 83 89, 200 - 290kn, www.tvornicakulture.
com.
20.01 » APOCALYPTICA
Pedal to the metal as this famous Finnish symphonic metal
band from Helsinki rip into Zagreb. They have sold over
4 million albums since making a name for themselves in
1994. The band is composed of classically trained cellists
Eicca Toppinen, Paavo Lötjönen, and Perttu Kivilaakso,
drummer Mikko Sirén, and vocalist Franky Perez. Originally,
they started off producing Metallica covers in the form of
classical music and with time they eventually adopted a
neoclassical metal style without the use of conventional
guitars.QE‑3, Tvornica kulture, Pavla Šubića 2, tel.
(+385-1) 457 83 89, 170kn, www.tvornicakulture.com.
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20.03 » VADER
After almost five years, these Polish death metal legends
are returning to Zagreb and will play songs from only three
legendary editions: De Profundis, Litany and Art of War!
Founded in 1983, they started out as a heavy metal band,
then switched to the thrash sound and eventually evolved
to the death metal genre. All in all, heavy metal has been
in pumping in their veins for over 30 years. Respect!QI‑3,
Močvara, Trnjanski nasip bb, tel. (+385-1) 615 96 67,
www.mochvara.hr.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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THE STRANGE
ZIYP: Chris, please introduce yourself to our readers.
Lots of people know you and your music career, but
there are still some that are just getting into music...
Chris Eckman: I have been playing and writing and producing music for over 30 years. For many years I had a
band called The Walkabouts. We were signed to Sub Pop
Records in the late 80’s, when Sub Pop was the epicenter
of Grunge music. We didn’t play that type of music. That
became sort of a problem for us. But we ended up becoming rather popular in europe and eventually I found myself
living over here, I also play or have played in some other
bands. Dirtmusic, The Frictions, Distance, Light & Sky, and
of course The Strange.
ZIYP: You have become a part of Croatian music
scene cooperating with The Bambi Molesters. That
collaboration was also the beginning of The Strange
which earned great reviews in 2019. for their latest
album Echo Chamber. Can you tell us more about
that collaboration with the Bambi’s and what was
your motivation to form The Strange? Who are the
members of The Strange and why them?
Chris Eckman: We sort of accidentally formed The
Strange. Around the time I was moving to Ljubljana, I met
the Bambi Molesters because they asked me to sing on
their “Sonic Bullets” album. Just one song. A guest appearance. But because I was living close to them, I started to
appear on stage with the band, every once in awhile. It
seemed a little weird to only do one song. So then we added some covers and eventually we started to write some
stuff that became the material for the first Strange album.
The lineup then was Lada, Hrvoje, Dalibior and Dinko from
the Bambi’s plus me. We enlarged that lineup to include
Andrej and Ozren on horns and Luka on keyboards. Then
in 2018 three of the original members left the band and
the rest of the guys from My Buddy Moose - Istvan. Matko,
Jasmin - joined up. So the band changed a lot since the
last album was recorded. It will be cool to do a new album
with this current lineup.

basic tracks for “Echo Chamber” things slowed down a bit.
It became clear that there were some issues in the band,
and that slowed us down from finishing the album and it
meant we released it later than what had been planned.
But we are beyond that now. Everyone involved has
moved forward. We are looking toward the future.
ZIYP: Do you follow Croatian music scene and is
there someone you like?
Chris Eckman: I have met a fair number of Croatian artists
over the years. Obviously the Bambi Molesters were one
of my favorites. And I dig My Buddy Moose, Jospia Lisac,
and some stuff from Majke. As far as newer artists go, I like
Irena Žilić who I sang with on the last Strange album, Nemanja, Mimika Orchestra and Sara Renar,
ZIYP: Zagreb audience likes you, but how do you like
Zagreb as a city?
Chris Eckman: I have always enjoyed coming to Zagreb.
The first time was 1995 when Carla from The Walkabouts
and I came down on the train from Ljubljana to play an
acoustic show. Obviously the mood and rhythm of the city
is quite different than it was then. Like anywhere you keep
visiting for a long time, change becomes the one constant.
Some of the rough charm of the city has been polished
away. But maybe it feels a bit friendlier these days? Or
maybe I have just made some good friends there over the
years.
The Strange, Photo by Mare Milin

ZIYP: The Strange released their first album Nights
Of Forgotten Films in 2004., and second album Echo
Chamber came in 2018. which is a very long period
of waiting, why is that? How long did it take to make
Echo Chamber and how do you hear, feel and see it?
Chris Eckman: The time between those albums was so
long that I don’t even remember why it took so long :). I
guess we all had other things to do. It is probably as simple as that. But we got asked to play a concert at Vintage
Industrial Bar after not playing for several years, and that
turned out to be really fun. People came. People danced.
We had some drinks. The old feeling was back again. From
there we started to put new songs together. That process
happened pretty quickly also. But after we recorded the
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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ZIYP: What are your plans in 2020. and where will we
have a chance to see The Strange performing LIVE?

NESREĆA ALBUM

Chris Eckman: The Strange last played in Zagreb in July
at the Museum of Contemporary Art. That was really fun
show. Great audience. Warm summer night. We are going
to Germany and Switzerland for a few shows in February.
After that I think our focus will start to
be on putting together a new album. We will probably
think less about the concerts and more about the studio.

Listen to the performance of two great Croatian musicians Toni Starešinić and Andrej Jakuš on their just
released album titled ‘Accidents’. The album is based
on the soundtrack of the documentary series ‘Accidents’ dealing with major traffic and natural disasters
that have marked these areas since the time of Yugoslavia. The album’s music brings us back to those
golden times with analog synthesizers blending to the
sounds of similar like Miles Davis solos on trumpet; a
time when musicians did not hesitate to explore the
possibilities of their instruments, and the audience accepted them wholeheartedly and enthusiastically.
You can find the vinyl edition in all the better music
stores, and the digital edition is available on Spotify,
Deezer, iTunes and Youtube.

ZIYP: What other projects are you currently involved
in and what new releases can we expect from you?
Chris Eckman: Much of what I do day to day, is run my
record label Glitterbeat. We release about 14 or 15 records
a year from artists from all over the world. Korea, London,
Brooklyn, Sao Paulo, Bogota, Kinshasa. Besides bringing
those albums into the world, I am planning to record with
The Strange again in 2020, and quite possibly again with
Dirtmusic - the band I have with Murat Ertel from Baba
Zula and Hugo Race who used to play with Nick Cave.

www.inyourpocket.com

Toni Starešinić
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BERNARDO BERNARDI
The exhibition program of the Bernardi Gallery in Zagreb,
housed in the Zagreb Open University Building, ends in
2019 with an architectural story, that of the ARHIV office,
founded five years ago by architect Pero Vuković. The ARHIV
exhibition stays open till January 10th 2020.QI‑3, Ulica gra‑
da Vukovara 68, tel. (+385-1) 600 30 36/(+385-) 091 600
30 05, www.pou.hr. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat 09:00-14:00;
closed Sun. Closed during summer. Admission free.
Info: Very close to the gallery is the Vrbik neighborhood.
Make your way through the streets and find a restaurant
called Zvoncu that offers ripper barbecue.

G-MK / MIROSLAV KRALJEVIĆ GALLERY
Whilst Zagreb is celebrating Advent at a grand scale, the
Miroslav Kraljević Gallery (GMK) is opening an exhibition
themed precisely on this urban phenomenon during
Christmas time, but offering what is lacking during the Advent period. Here, you get the chance to see Zagreb panoramas and views. The authors of the event Zorka: Holiday
Vacation Station, Dafne Berc and Dino Belamarić, will provide refuge from the city holiday bustle.QE‑3, Šubićeva
29, tel. (+385-) 091 512 20 28/(+385-) 091 888 63 62,
www.g-mk.hr. Open 14:00-20:00; Sat 10:00-15:00;
closed Mon, Sun. Open for exhibitions. Admission free.
Info: The gallery is located near the excellent Kvatric Market. There is a small bakery namedKuraž that produces
the best bakery in Zagreb within GMK, not to forget their
grand traditional Croatian cakes.

FORUM GALLERY (GALERIJA FORUM)
Located in the heat of the city, Nikola Tesla Street to be exact, this famous gallery was opened in 1968 by renowned
Croatian contemporary artists such as Edo Murtić, Frano
Imunović, Zlatko Prica, Kosta Angeli Radovani and others. These days, exhibitions from artists that come all
over fill the calendar at Forum as well as round tables and
discussions which stem interest. QC‑2, Nikole Tesle 16,
tel. (+385-1) 481 07 10, www.kic.hr. Open 17:00-22:00;
closed Sun. Admission free.
Info: Belongs to KIC - Cultural Information Center behind
the corner, a nice place for coffee, movie, or an exhibit.

KRANJČAR GALLERY (GALERIJA KRANJČAR)
Having opened in 2006, the gallery is dedicated to exhibiting art works by Croatian contemporary artists. The beautiful
and unique contemporary space only adds to the wonderful
ambience and setting of the gallery. Supporting the grass
roots and home grown talent!QC‑1, Kaptol 26, tel. (+385-1)
481 84 00/(+385-) 099 217 77 00, www.kranjcar.hr. Open
12:00-19:00; Sat 11:00-15:00; closed Sun. Admission free.
Info: The gallery has an excellent manager Josip Joško
Tešija and it is a mere walk to through Dolac. Located at
number 8 is the Memorial Apartment of M.J.Zagorka, the
first Croatian professional journalist.

SMALL GALLERIES
YOU SHOULDN’T MISS
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NOVA GALLERY (GALERIJA NOVA)
Nova Gallery is a non-profit city gallery founded in
1975 and was part of the Centre for Cultural Activities
of the Socialist Youth of Zagreb. In the 1970s, the gallery exhibited a full range of avant-garde modernist artists. The gallery is dedicated to the research,
documentation and production of knowledge of
modernist and contemporary visual art practice and
its expanded field. QC‑2, Nikole Tesle 7, tel. (+3851) 487 25 82, www.whw.hr. Open 12:00-20:00; Sat
11:00-14:00; closed Sun, Mon. Admission free.
Info: The door besides the gallery is home to the
newly opened Tet..a restaurant that meetsthe highest of expectations. Otherwise, if you are the type for
a good sandwich across the street, then Penguin is
one of the oldest ZG city fast food places.

Photo by Višnja Arambašić

ADU GALLERY F8 (F8 ADU GALERIJA)
ADU Gallery f8 is a place for presentation and interaction between the audience and the artist, with the aim of exhibiting
primarily through the medium of photography, but also other
segments of audio-visual and performing arts taught at the
Academy of Dramatic Arts. QB‑3, Trg Republike Hrvatske 8,
www.adu.unizg.hr. Open 12:00-19:00.
Info: Seeking a great pit stop after visiting gallery, then head
to Kavana Kavkaz with its super elegant interior that oozes
cosiness.
Photo by Višnja Arambašić

ULUPUH GALLERY (GALERIJA ULUPUH)
A gallery which brings together members from all over Croatia and from all
fields of visual arts that have a specific application: theatre and film (set design,
costume design, light design), photography, caricature, illustration, comic, animated film, industrial design and dress design, textile creation, graphic design
and visual communications. QC‑2, Ilica 13/1, tel. (+385-1) 481 37 46, www.
ulupuh.hr. Open 10:00-17:00; Sat 10:00-13:00; closed Sun. Admission free.
Info: The gallery is located in the heart of the city and everything is accessible.
But near the gallery is our hidden gem is the Atelier and Showroom by the
great artist Stephen Šandrk. It is best to call him beforehand or message him
on 0992410445.
24 Zagreb In Your Pocket
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TRIVIA
DIANA BUDISAVLJEVIĆ’S DIARY
FILM BY DANA BUDISAVLJEVIĆ
Deeply shaken by the persecution
of mothers and children in the Independent State of Croatia during WWII,
see how a brave Diana Budisavljević
launches a risky campaign from her
Zagreb apartment to rescue over
10,000 children from a camp but her
Austrian origins give the plot a twist
that makes one of the greatest humanitarian stories of World War II untold.
3LHD
For the past 16 years the 3LHD architectural studio has been located
on Božidarevićeva Street. The lack of
room and the desire for the best possible working space prompted a decision to relocate to Kvaternik Square, in
the remodelled space of the old Urania
Cinema. The result equates to a place
of creation, art, culture, architecture,
design and other creative professions
to a wider audience.

facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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TYPHLOLOGICAL MUSEUM
07.11.2019 - 07.02.2020 » GABRIELA BUTKOVIĆ - THE TANGIBILITY OF FORM
An exhibition by a young sculptor whose works fit in directly with the
concept and aim of the Tactile Museum made for the blind. See how she
has created eight unique and individual like sculptures by using sheets
of Braille paper as the source of material.QD‑3, Typhlological Museum,
Draškovićeva 80/ll, www.tifloloskimuzej.hr.
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3 EXHIBITIONS FOR THOSE
WHO LIKE CONTEMPORARY
ARTS
22.11.2019 - 02.02.2020 » MEŠTART:
IVANATKALČIĆ – A(RTIFICIAL) I(NTELLIGENCE) I
Established in 2009 at Zagreb’s Meštrović Atelier, MEŠTART
is a program with the aim to update, re-read and revaluate
artworks by the world renowned Croatian sculptor Ivan
Meštrović, through contemporary artistic expressions.
Artist IvanaTkalčić looks at the alternative way of exploring the representation of Meštrović’s work within the era
of artificial intelligence, by using optimised interaction
loops, bots, auto-generated content and platforms such
as Microsoft (Azure), Google (Google Cloud), Clarifai and
Betaface. QB‑1, Meštrović Atelier - Ivan Meštrović Mu‑
seums, Mletačka 8, www.mestrovic.hr.

Meštrović Atelier - Ivan Meštrović Museums Archives
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If you haven´t seen Meštrović, you haven´t seen Zagreb

T: +385 (0)1 48 51 123 | F: +385 (0)1 48 51 126
Mletačka 8, 10 000 Zagreb | Email: mim@mestrovic.hr
TUE - FRI 10 am - 6 pm, SAT - SUN 10 am - 2 pm

11.12.2019 - 30.06.2020 » A COLLECTION FOR
THE FUTURE / MSU ACQUISITIONS 2009 2019
In celebrating the tenth anniversary of the Museum of
Contemporary Art’s new building and location, an exhibition of over 200 donated and purchased artworks
will be displayed. Since its modest beginnings in 1954,
the museum has since been researching, collecting
and presenting to the public over 3000 works that represent the phenomena of contemporary art. The last
major acquisition exhibition was held in 2009.QJ‑4,
Contemporary Art Museum, Avenija Dubrovnik 17,
www.msu.hr.

By December 31st, the location of the Croatian Museum
of Naive Art will change so make sure to follow the updated posts about its new location on the museum’s
official website.
The Croatian Museum of Naive Art Archives

19.12.2019 - 29.02.2020 » VISIONS OF THE
CITY - ICONOGRAPHY OF THE CITY II (1950
- 2000 +)
A multimedia and interdisciplinary exhibition organised by the Modern Gallery as a continuation of the
successful art exhibition titled ‘Iconography of the City
- Croatian fine art in the first half of the 20th century’.
The exhibition endeavours to raise awareness of the
city in a visual arts sense through fifteen thematic and
design units, as well as to emphasise its importance as
a motive and poetic generator.QC‑3, Modern Gallery,
Andrije Hebranga 1, www.moderna-galerija.hr.--

www.inyourpocket.com
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TRAM NO13
Firstly, the line encompasses 27 stations from beginning till end
and the route passes by some of Zagreb’s major sights, cultural
institutions and locations that you should certainly visit. If you
board tram 13 the entire ride takes approximately an hour from
start to finish, depending on traffic of course.
Here at IYP, we can’t help but recommend you start your journey from the central station at Ban Jelačić Square and head towards the direction that interests you most. Decisions…decisions… If you happen to start from Žitnjak, you’ll pass through
one of the older suburbs of Peščenica, where you will find the
Church of Blessed Augustine Kažotić which is famous for
its contemporary architectural design. Vukovarska Street is the
lengthiest part of the route where you can see the remains of
socialist architecture. The intersection with Držićeva has blocks
of residential buildings inspired by the ‘father of modern architecture’ Charles - Edouard Jeanneret - Le Corbusier; a
typical example is the residential block Vukovarska 35 - 35a,
not to mention state institutions such as the Palace of Justice or the Public Open University. The Lisinski Concert
Hall, which is also one of the largest concert halls in Croatia,
was built in 1973 in honour of the great Croatian composer
Vatroslav Lisinski who wrote the first Croatian opera, ‘Love
and Malice’. Opposite the hall, there is the extensive and lush
university meadow with fountains which use holograms to
mark major events and holidays,and in warmer days also serve
to refresh.Turning towards Savska Street, one moves to a busier
and livelier cultural part of the city with the Dražen Petrović
Museum, Technical Museum Nikola Tesla, Mimara Museum, Museum of Arts and Crafts, the Croatian National
Theatre, Academy of Music, and the Gavella Theatre. And
then you finally arrive to the well-known Ilica Street which is
also one of the longest streets in town (the 4th largest to be exact). In just a few minutes, from perusing the river to watching
people stroll along Ilica Street amongst more shops, ice cream
parlours and cafes, you reach the inaugural main square. Look
to the left, and what time is it? Glance at Ban Jelačić Square,
give the Duke on the horse a salute then move along towards
the Lenuci horseshoe and beautiful Zrinjevac Park which
boasts a gorgeous Bollé fountain. On the right side of the Archaeological Museum and the Museum of Modern Art
sits one of the first hotels in Zagreb, the Palace Hotel, which
overlooks the beautiful park and Strossmayer Gallery of Old
Masters. Then to the King Tomislav Square aka ‘Tomislavac’
and its nearby Art Pavilion, from there you get a view of the
main railway station next to which is the historical and classical Hotel Esplanade, built in 1925 and for the most famous
‘Orient Express’ which ran from Paris to Istanbul and passed
through Zagreb. Branimirova Street is next on the agenda
and the ‘Branimir Centre’ is located at the intersection with
Draškovićeva Street, this is where the first production of biscuits and chocolate called ‘UNION’, later known as ‘Kraš’ used to
operate. Did someone just say chocolate? Hmmm… Scrumptious! A mere two stations further, we arrive at the Croatian
Association of Artists (Meštrović Pavilion) i.e. Džamija (the
former mosque). And two stations thereafter is the final destination, Kvatrić. Walk through the market place, sip on coffee,
nibble on cake and enjoy the city life.
Fun Fact: ZET vehicles run the entire length of the equator three
fold and on a daily basis. In terms of a yearly scale... they travel
the equivalent of 109 trips to the moon and back!
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ARCHITECTURE
- TIPS FOR VISITING

Architect Viktor Kovačić Apartment Archives

Vera Dajht Kralj, Croatian Museum of Architecture of the
Academy of Sciences and Arts Archives

Photo by Višnja Arambašić

ARCHITECT VIKTOR KOVAČIĆ APARTMENT
(STAN ARHITEKTA VIKTORA KOVAČIĆA)
The collection-apartment of the famous Croatian architect Viktor Kovačić (1874-1924) clearly exemplifies the
housing culture of the early 20th century and reflects the
spirit of the time. It is one of few such rarities preserved
in its original form. The apartment and its inventory were
donated to the City of Zagreb in 1953 and the Zagreb
City Museum took over the management of the collection in 1980, which was redesigned and opened to the
public in 1994.QB/C‑2, Masarykova 21, tel. (+385-1)
485 59 11/(+385-1) 485 13 61, www.mgz.hr. Open Thu
10:00 - 17:00. Admission 10kn.
CROATIAN MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE
06.11 - 15.01 » LE CORBUSIER AND CROATIAN
ARCHITECTURE – DIALOGUES AND REFLECTIONS
The connection between the famous Swiss-French architect and three Croatian architects Ernest Weissmann,
Zvonimir Kavurić and Juraj Neidhardt has always been a
mystery as they had studied at his famous studio ‘Villa
Savoye’ in1930s Paris. This exhibit unveils photographs
of the three architects’ buildings in Zagreb, furniture designed by Le Corbusier himself, the first editions of his
book and sections of of Le Corbusier 1952-53 travelling
exhibition. QC‑2/3, Croatian Museum of Architecture
of the Academy of Sciences and Arts, Ulica Ivana Go‑
rana Kovačića 37.
THE RICHTER COLLECTION
22.11 - 01.02 » TONI MEŠTROVIĆ - 12.1 ON THE
RICHTER SCALE
An exhibition by the artist Toni Meštrović intended for
the Richter Collection exhibiting space is a spatial-sound
installation which conveys the hidden structure of five
sculptures by the famous mid-20th century Croatian
sculptor Vjenceslav Novak who once stated that his
sculptures are instruments which he only needs to learn
how to play. In 2017, Meštrović started recording the
musical percussion on Novak’s sculptures by using the
contact microphone. See the result of when musical and
art collide!QThe Richter Collection, Vrhovec 38, www.
richter.mdc.hr.
ORIS HOUSE OF ARCHITECTURE
The Oris House of Architecture is an all-encompassing
hub of architecture, design and art (Multimedia culture
centre). It’s a creative meeting place that hosts conferences, lectures and seminars dedicated to the arts. There’s a
multimedia hall and library.QD‑3, Kralja Držislava 3, tel.
(+385-1) 377 81 77, fax (+385-1) 375 62 43, www.oris.
hr. Open 09:00-16:00; closed Sat, Sun. J

Oris House of Architecture Archives
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THREE INSANE PLACES TO SNAP UP A HAT
28.11 - 02.02 » STAŠA
ČIMBUR – STASHA HATS:
ALL YOU NEED IS A HAT HATS AND ASSEMBLAGE
In the social milieu of Zagreb the
hat making tradition has to a degree held the test of time thanks
to some exceptional individuals.
Staša Čimbur, through her thirty
years of work, has contributed to
the formation of a highly individual ‘hat’ attitude on the women’s
side of fashion. The exhibition entitled ‘All You Need Is a Hat’ brings
back the idea of a classic, elegant,
provocative yet wearable fashion item, but also approaches it
through experimental play.QB‑3,
Arts and Crafts Museum, Trg Re‑
publike Hrvatske 10, www.muo.
hr.

24.09 - 31.12 » HATS OFF!
– THE STORY ABOUT (UN)
COVERING ONE’S HEAD
A studio project which showcases
several exhibitions of hats from
both rich museums and private
collections was organised on the
occasion of celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the Ethnographic
Museum who delved into researching the social and musicological history of hats and headgear. The aim is to show how the
museum approach towards hats
has been changing over the course
of time and the way hats were
designed and made throughout
history. QB‑3, Ethnographic Mu‑
seum, Trg Mažuranića 14, www.
emz.hr.

ŠKRGATIĆ HATS
With their 140 year long tradition,
Škrgatić Hats are the oldest hat
manufacturing business in this
region. For over a century, they
have been making handmade
headgear and hats of all kinds
in the form of a family business,
whose knowledge and craftsmanship have been passed down from
generation to generation. Only the
highest quality and natural materials such as rabbit hair or wool are
used for production and all products are 100% handmade. Authentic to a tea! QJ‑3, Heinzelova 2a,
tel. (+385-1 ) 465 02 89, www.
sesiri-skrgatic.hr. Open 10:0018:00; Mon, Wed 10:00-16:30; Sat
09:00-13:00; closed Sun.

Download the Cultural Places App and
enjoy your travel like never before

Scan the QR code
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Buy your tour

Download and enjoy!
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TOP ZAGREB RESTAURANTS
It’s not an easy choice as there’s a wealth of great places
to eat in Zagreb, but this is our current pick of the eateries.
AGAVA
Pleasantly furnished in rattan and wood, this trattoria
offers Mediterranean as well as Croatian traditional
dishes with a twist, pasta, fresh salmon and tuna, plate
salads and a great wine list. Huge windows give you a
chance to enjoy people-watching on Zagreb’s busiest
pedestrian street.QC‑2, Tkalčićeva 39, tel. (+385-1)
482 98 26, www.restaurant-agava.hr. Open 11:0023:00. (77 - 299kn). AGBJW
Japanese Restaurant Tekka Archives

Agava Restaurant Archives

Noel Restaurant Archives

NOEL
A warm, cosy and welcoming venue, Noel sits neatly on a
corner, hidden among the maze of small streets just north
of Home of HDLU. To try and list the kind of dishes available
here would take far too much time and space, but then the
restaurant knows this all too well and offers diners the option
of 4, 6, and 9 course tasting menus so that you can sample
as much as possible. You can also book a special table where
you’ll get more time with Goran Kočiš, Noel’s award winning
head chef.QE‑2, Dukljaninova 1, tel. (+385-1) 484 42 97,
www.noel.hr. Open 12:00-24:00; closed Sun. (150-200kn).
APGTSJWK
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JAPANESE RESTAURANT TEKKA
You might not normally
associate Zagreb with
Japanese cuisine, but
over the last 5 years
the Croatian capital
has seen an impressive
influx of high quality
sushi. Tekka is one of the
most recent additions,
a bustling venue with
an equally eager staff. A
full menu is available, as
well as several Japanese
beers.QJ‑3, Radnička
cesta 37 b, tel. (+385-1)
638 93 98, www.tekka.
hr. Open 11:00-23:00;
closed Sun. (105 480kn). APGT
UBSVLWK

ZINFANDEL’S
If you’re in search of somewhere special to eat out,
then this restaurant, nestled inside Zagreb’s Esplanade Hotel should be near the
top of your list. Such beautiful décor and remarkably
quiet despite the hotel
being adjacent to the city’s main train line. Here you
can be assured of excellent
food and staff all too willing
to offer advice as to what to
order. QC‑4, Mihanoviće‑
va 1 (Esplanade Zagreb
Hotel), tel. (+385-1) 456
66 44, www.zinfandels.
hr. Open 06:00-23:00; Sun
06:30-23:00. (155 - 410kn).
APGBW

Zinfandels Archives

NAV RESTAURANT
One of Croatia’s finest chefs has opened the doors to his new
restaurant where traditional Croatian cuisine is fused with a
strong eastern influence. Chef Tvtrko Šakota bases his menu
on the freshest of ingredients which keeps things imaginative.
Its fine dining with the slow food style where one can really
settle and indulge in the creative dishes amidst a great wine
selection.QB‑2, Masarykova 11, tel. (+385-1) 202 99 61. Open
12:00-23:00; closed Mon, Sun. (65 - 195kn). APW

Nav Restaurant Archives
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TOP STREET FOOD RESTAURANTS
From excellent local fast food to inspired eateries with food from around the world, these are cheap and cheerful places to
eat on the hoof.
Curry Bowl Archives

GREEN POINT
Looking for a quick, healthy alternative place to satisfy your munchies and get some greens? Then step into
Green Point, where the green grass will greet you below
your feet. Choose from an array of vegetarian meals, including hemp burgers, falafels or salads all prepared with
Himalayan salt. To quench your thirst pick out your favourite fruit for a sumptuous soy milkshake made fresh, right
on the spot.QC‑2, Varšavska 10, tel. (+385-1) 483 36 67,
www.green-point.hr/en/. Open 09:00-22:00; closed
Sun. (12 - 40kn). AGJW
KHAOS THAI TAKEAWAY
A welcome addition to the city centre’s fast food outlets,
Khaos Thai is neatly placed right behind the Galleria Business Centre on Vlaška, at Trg Drage Iblera 10. You’ll be hard
pressed to find fault with anything here. Great value for
money, fantastic flavour and taste across the entire menu,
and some of the friendliest staff there is. If you’re searching for your new go-to place, just try their green curry and
you’ll know you’ve found it! QD‑2, Trg Drage Iblera 10.
Open 12:00-17:00; closed Mon, Sun. SJ

CURRY BOWL
So two brothers whilst travelling across Europe happen to fall in love with Zagreb and decide to introduce the best Sri Lankan meals to this wonderful
city. And that’s the inception of ‘Curry Bowl’, a place
of rich and intense flavours, exotic spicy herbs, all
combined with organic vegetables and meats from
the famous local market Dolac. Head to the vibrant
Tkalčićeva Street for some kotthu, devilled dishes or
‘curry in a hurry’! QC‑1, Tkalčićeva 44, tel. (+3851) 557 91 75, www.srilankancurrybowl.com/.
Open 11:00-23:00; Fri, Sat 11:00-24:00. (48-78kn).
ABSJW
BAGEL & LOBSTER BARR
Breakfast and brunch bagels are served until 11:00, then
the day menu kicks in with a motherload of creative and
delicious fillings. Lobster served in brioche rolls, as croquettes or in coconut bisque are tempting alternatives.
QD‑2, Jurišićeva 2a, tel. (+385-) 091 766 44 38, www.
rougemarin.hr. Open 08:30-22:30; closed Sun. (16 95kn). APJWi
BUREK ON DOLAC MARKET
Burek is a classic Balkan fast food made with layers of filo
pasty with meat or young cheese filling. This outlet in front
of the Dolac market, on the first floor, has been here for
years and serves nothing but freshly-made burek. QDol‑
ac 9, tel. (+385-1) 481 63 26. Open 07:00-21:00; Sat
07:00-15:00; Sun 07:00-14:00. (10 - 15kn).
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KORICA
Korica isn’t exactly at the heart of it all, situated all the
way down Preradovićeva, but it’s a great place to take
the kids (or yourself) if the need arises. Korica’s baked
goods are all prepared on site and are a step above your
usual offering around the capital. The almond croissants can be especially recommended. It’s worth noting that weekend lunch hours will be busy, so a table
is not guaranteed.QC‑3, Preradovićeva 39, tel. (+3851) 623 19 95, www.korica.hr. Open 07:00-20:00; Sat
08:00-15:00; closed Sun. PGTSJWi
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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GINGER SUSHI
A quick and unfussy sushi joint offering
excellent Japanese fare in chic but functional surroundings, this is one of your
best bets for a quality meal on the move.
Popular orders include an exemplary
miso soup, and a wide choice of 10- to
18-piece sushi and tempura sets. Ginger
Sushi’s position on busy downtown Masarykova makes it a great place to plant
yourself on a stool by the window ledge
and watch the world pass by.QB‑2,
Masarykova 21, tel. (+385-1) 889 70
86, www.gingersushi.hr. Open 11:0023:00; Fri, Sat 11:00-24:00; Sun 13:0021:00. (30 - 83kn). AGBSJW
PAPA’S
This American styled burger joint, not
far from the heart of Zagreb, certainly
looks the part. Music, check, decor,
check, all the beautiful people, check...
The food is priced well, and with word
spreading fast you’d be well to take any
opportunity to pay a visit, while there
are seats free.QB‑1, Tuškanac 1, tel.
(+385-1) 483 40 17, www.papas.hr.
Open 11:30-23:00; Fri, Sat 11:30-23:30;
Sun 12:30-22:00. (37 - 54kn). AP
GXBJW
Good Food Archives
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HERITAGE CROATIAN FOOD
Heritage Croatian Food is a great little spot with a noble concept:
preserving Croatian gastronomic heritage and encouraging smallscale local producers by offering customers the very best foods the
country has to offer. It’s a hybrid between a street food style venue
and a delicatessen, with products ranging from olive oil to handmade
chocolates which all can be sampled and purchased. They make ideal
gifts and souvenirs, and come in attractively designed packages.
QC‑2, Petrinjska 14, tel. (+385-) 097 684 23 06, www.facebook.
com/heritagecroatianfood. Open 12:00-21:00; Sat 12:00-16:00. (9
- 75kn). APGXBSJW
GOOD FOOD
If you’re looking for a variety of
freshly made meals made from
healthy ingredients and local produce, then come hence forth! The
Good Food chain offers a wide
selection of breakfast meals and
smoothies to something heartier,
such as a burgers, tortilla wraps
and sandwiches. Try your hand at
making a craft salad with the wide
selection of healthy toppings and
variety of greens. All recipes are
built around simple ingredients like
fruits, vegetables and local proteins.
The menu is also vegan, vegetarian
and gluten-free friendly. You can
find their eateries at three different
locations –Teslina Street 7, Pothodnik in Importanne Center, and at
Palmotićeva Street 2. The latter offers a Royal Breakfast that serves
two, so why not start your day in
noble style.QD‑2, Palmotićeva
1, tel. (+385-1) 481 13 02, www.
goodfood.hr. Open 08:00-23:00;
Fri 08:00-24:00; Sat 09:00-24:00;
Sun 09:00-17:00. (16 - 80kn). A
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CROATIAN
Croatian cuisine is very often a complex mix of continental
and coastal delicacies. Italian, Turkish and Hungarian accents often sneak themselves into the mix also... and these
are only to name a few. Restaurants listed here are most
indicative of continental Croatia, which is to say they’re
heavy on game dishes and simple vegetable accompaniment. Some useful terms: čevapčići (spiced meat patties),
divlja guska (wild goose), divlja patka (wild duck), fazan
(pheasant), govedina (beef ), janjetina (lamb), jelen (deer),
kobasice (sausages), lungić (pork fillet), miješano meso
(mixed grill of meats), patka (duck), pljeskavica (hamburger), pršut (ham), srnetina (venison), veprovina (wild boar),
zečetina (rabbit).
BALTAZAR
This is a great stop for those of you who want to see
what high-end yet traditional Zagreb dining is about.
The setting, service and your meal all come together
brilliantly and make you very happy to be here.QI‑2,
Nova Ves 4, tel. (+385-1) 466 69 99, www.baltazar.
hr. Open 12:00-24:00; Sun 12:00-17:00. (80 - 300kn).
AP G T B S L W
DIDOV SAN
Authentic Dalmatian cuisine, we recommend Didova tava,
a traditional veal and vegetables dish prepared in pan.
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The prosciutto, homemade sausages and freshly baked
bread are to die for. Fresh desserts and a proud wine selection make for a fine way to dine. Also at Bencekovićeva
28.QC‑1, Mletačka ulica 11, tel. (+385-1) 485 11 54/
(+385-) 091 484 20 61, www.konoba-didovsan.com.
Open 10:00-23:00; Sun 10:00-22:00. (45 - 130 kn).
APGSLW
ISABELLA
A delightful restaurant in the suburb of Sesvete, just 15 minutes drive from Zagreb. It’s something like a converted barn,
with a superb raftered dining room, where they offer up all
kinds of meals with local and international accents (such
as fondue, flambeed dishes and chateaubriand). The emphasis is definitely on meat – they have a game section on
the menu, and frogs’ legs. QVinogorska 55, tel. (+385-1)
200 63 73, www.restoran-isabella.hr. Open 10:00-23:00;
closed Sun. (65 - 110kn). NPGBLW
KATEDRALIS
Good food, reasonable prices and primo location make
this a lovely place to get-to-know some local flavors from
a spectacular spot overlooking the near-by cathedral. With
a welcome home demeanor, the staff serves-up roasted
and grilled specialties for passers-by or parties of any
size.QC‑2, Bakačeva 9, tel. (+385-1) 481 49 38, www.
katedralis.eu/. Open 10:00-22:00. (55 - 400kn). AP
GBJW
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KORČULA
Locals find it supremely authentic - the fish is as rubbery
as a racquetball, which is evidently how momma’s been
doing it for the last millennium or so. If you want to understand the meaning of Dalmatia and you don’t want
to have to go far to do it, this is your place.QC‑2, Nikole
Tesle 17, tel. (+385-1) 487 21 59, www.restoran-korcula.
hr. Open 11:00-23:00; closed Sun. (80 - 160kn). AP
GBJW
OKRUGLJAK
Expensive and worth it, Okrugljak has a flawless reputation because of its star-studded ambience and food. At
the base of Medvednica.QD‑2, Mlinovi 28, tel. (+385-1)
467 41 12, www.okrugljak.hr. Open 11:00-24:00. (75 175kn). APGBELW
TRILOGIJA
Just next to the holy sanctuary Kamenita vrata (Stone
Gate), you will find this food haven that is sure to indulge
all of your senses in every way. The menu is filled with fusion foods using typical Croatian ingredients like the almost forgotten fresh cheese Škripavac or barley, and are
prepared in a Mediterranean way. To enrich your experience Trilogija offers a wine list of 130 Croatian and imported wines, 30 of which can be served by the glass.QC‑1,
Kamenita 5, tel. (+385-1) 485 13 94, www.trilogija.com.
Open 11:00-23:00; closed Sun. (75 - 160kn). APG
JW
TRNJANKA
The lamb is famous and authentic as can be. Be prepared
to spend as much time hunting for the meat amongst the
ligament and gristle as you do actually eating. Once it has
been found it is undeniably tasty. The decor is forgettable.
QD‑4, Trnjanska cesta 31, tel. (+385-1) 611 96 86/(+385) 099 611 96 86, www.restoran-trnjanka.hr. Open 10:0023:00; Sun 10:00-21:00. (55 - 95kn). APGBLW
VALLIS AUREA
You’ll find big things cooking within this tiny, humble enclosure, named after a famous vineyard in Kutjevo, Slavonia. Not surprisingly then, many people come for the great
wines on offer. The affordable Slavonian fare and a daily
changing menu keep you on your toes. A wide variety of
beef, fish and vegetarian dishes.QB‑2, Tomićeva 4, tel.
(+385-1) 483 13 05, www.vallis-aurea.hr. Open 10:0017:00; closed Sun. (36 - 90 kn). APGBW

MODERN EUROPEAN
This group of trouble makers knows what you like - options
and lots of ‘em. Expect to see dishes from all over the Europe here, ranging from traditional with a modern twist to
creative creations of a young chefs.
APETIT CITY
Reliable in their reverence for the culinary experience, the
wait staff enhance an ambiance which makes their delecfacebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

table seafood, beef and lamb dishes all the tastier. Exquisite deserts are complimented with recommendations
from their extensive wine collection. Whether in its own
right or following a meal, a visit to the elegant wine bar
also promises novices and connoisseurs alike an unforgettable evening.QB‑2, Obrtnički prolaz 7, tel. (+385-1) 481
10 77, www.apetit.hr. Open 12:00-23:00; closed Mon,
Sun. (80 - 160kn). APGBJW
ATLANTA BOCCA MARAI
In the unlikely setting of the Croatia Osiguranje insurance
company HQ, the interior designers have done a grand
job, creating a simple and stylish place to enjoy decent
food, great music and an excellent selection of wines.
QC‑4, Miramarska 22, tel. (+385-1) 617 02 07, www.
bocca-marai.hr. Open 10:00-23:00; closed Sun. (115 160kn). APGBW
BALON
The super-friendly waiters, modern interior, lovely outside
seating, quality cooking at sensible prices. Be sure to book
for an evening table.QI‑4, Prisavlje 2, tel. (+385-1) 604 09
18, www.restaurantbalon.com. Open 11:00-23:00; Sun
11:00-17:00. (80 - 120kn). APGTBL6W
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BISTRO APETIT
The menu is gem-like in its perfection: a small selection
of imaginative dishes tailored to the season. The dishes
themselves are an essay in flavour, texture and presentation. Headed up by chef Teo Ivanišević the wine list is also
fabulous and the desserts to die for. A place to push the
boat out: pricey, but worth it.QB‑1, Jurjevska 65a, tel.
(+385-1) 467 73 35, www.bistroapetit.com. Open 10:0024:00; closed Mon. (85 - 250kn). APGXBLW

Ana Grgić, it’s now more popular than ever. Long-time
Bistro stalwarts like Wiener Schnitzel and local cult dish
Štrukli (delicious doughy parcels stuffed with salty white
cheese) are still on the menu, but there’s a lot of new,
adventurous and seasonally-themed dishes to choose
from; the risottos in particular come highly recommended.
QC‑4, Mihanovićeva 1 (Esplanade Zagreb Hotel), tel.
(+385-1) 456 66 11, www.lebistro.hr. Open 09:00-23:00.
(120 - 210kn). APGTBSW

CARPACCIO
Satisfy your desire for the finest of Italian cuisine with this
robust menu offered in the heart of the city center. From
carpacci to dolci, each meal is delectable and complemented from a near endless selection of wines. While
retaining an atmosphere of top-class dining, the freshly
renovated bistro-style interior playfully invites guests to
indulge and enjoy.QC‑2, Teslina 14, tel. (+385-1) 482
23 31, www.ristorantecarpaccio.hr. Open 11:00-22:30;
closed Sun. (75 - 180kn). APGBJW

MANO
Clean lines, dark wood and cool lounge music make this
a gastronomic haven for the city´s younger generation.
The meat-based menu is pleasingly multinational in its
orientation - you´ll definitely find something that takes
you away from the run of the mill. Excellent wines. Reserve
in advance.QI‑2, Medvedgradska 2, tel. (+385-1) 466 94
32, www.mano.hr. Open 12:00-22:30; closed Sun. (160 300kn). APGBW

DUBRAVKIN PUT
You’d be forgiven for not knowing there was a restaurant
here, but Dubravkin Put, situated at the start of the path of
the same name, is home to Priska Thuring, renowned Croatian-Swiss chef. Traditional Croatian menu available with
modern twist. All reports share a common theme, in that
you must try at least one dessert. Huge wine selection.
Ensure you book ahead as seating is limited.QB‑1, Du‑
bravkin put 2, tel. (+385-1) 483 49 75, www.dubravkinput.com. Open 11:30-23:00; closed Sun. (90 - 210kn).
APGBLJW
HAS
Simple and modern restaurant situated in the city center, just
a 10 minutes walk from the main square. Pleasantly furnished
with handmade items, this family-run restaurant offers seasonally-themed dishes with a modern, good-looking twist.
Owner and renowed Croatian chef Anton Hotko strongly
recommend smoked meat and fish. Selection of delicious
vegetarian and vegan options. Perfect place to enjoy good
food, great music, Croatian wine and local beer. Close to
public garage Importanne Galleria.QFranje Račkog 11.
HEMINGWAY BAR & BISTROT
Hemingway is an established name that oozes in class and
is a place to be seen. With years of experience, the staff is
highly trained with attention paid to every detail, as with
the food, drinks and even cigars. Cocktails are a menu classic with some unheard of combos that will knock your socks
off, and the music is very much based on the clubbing and
lounge scene!QB‑3, Trg Republike Hrvatske 1, tel. (+3851) 485 58 88, www.bistro.hr. Open 08:00-23:00; Sun
09:00-17:00. (40 - 90kn). AGTBJWi
LE BISTRO
A cute glass box attached to the northwestern side of the
Esplanade hotel, Le Bistro has for years enjoyed a unique
reputation as one of the best places in Zagreb for a classy
business lunch. Repositioned with new flair by head chef
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TIME RESTAURANT & BAR
Standing on a quiet corner just off the main square Time
is one of the classiest drinking spots in the centre and also
boasts an Asian-inspired fusion restaurant that is currently
growing in reputation and popularity. Fashionably dark
from the outside it’s actually rather suave and svelte inside,
with low-key lighting and colourfully back-illuminated rows
of spirit bottles ranged above a gleaming bar. Particular
stand-outs include Time’s additive-free fresh juices and
lemonades, a big range of gins, Croatian rakijas from the
Aura stable, and a fine cocktail menu. The restaurant menu
runs from delectable sushi to rib-eye steaks and well-spiced
curries. Reservations are advisable for the restaurant; and
the bar can be difficult to get into at weekends unless you’ve
reserved a table. QC‑2, Petrinjska 7, tel. (+385-1) 333 36
60, www.timerestaurant.hr. Open 12:00-24:00; closed
Sun. (90 - 250kn). APGXTBJWK
VINODOL
A long-standing favourite with locals who want a reliable
city-centre restaurant that’s good for business lunches and
quick bites as well as slap-up evenings out and family celebrations, Vinodol is one of those unavoidable Zagreb culinary landmarks that never lets its reputation slip. Given its big
kitchen and many years of experience, Vinodol can churn out
just about anything in the Croatian gastronomic repertoire,
from grilled fish to roast lamb and pretty much everything in
between. Just looking at the menu is akin to embarking on a
culinary tour of the country, with trout from the Gacka River,
štrukli from the Zagorje, Dalmatian pašticada stew – and
of course Zagrebački odrezak, the ubiquitous local schnitzel
stuffed with ham and cheese. Outdoor seating in the courtyard is very popular in spring and summer – you may need
to reserve. QC‑2, Nikole Tesle 10, tel. (+385-1) 481 14 27/
(+385-1) 481 13 41, www.vinodol-zg.hr. Open 11:30-23:30.
(80 - 185kn). APGBJ6W
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MEET THE MEAT
As essential as water or blood, ćevapčići is a minced meat
that is to be both honoured and worshipped – your wedding vows pale in comparison in other words. You can eat it
as a sandwich or by itself, the usual accompaniment some
bread and raw onion.
Beware the breath that results from an experience with this
luscious critter: it has been known to clear movie theatres.
Let the festivities commence.
AMERICAN STEAK & GRILL HOUSE
Steaks, be they New York, Porterhouse, t-bone, you
name it, we’ve got it! At this restaurant, which specialises in American cuisine, barbecue chefs trained
specifically for American barbecue cuisine will prepare
distinctive American steaks on special grill plates according to special recipes. Along with classic American
dishes based on meat, you can choose between a wide
range of starters and sides in typically American style,
such as baked potatoes, corn and fried onions, as well as
many other delicious, typical dishes like shrimp or lobster, which always lend richness to the flavours. You just
have to try our latest offer, hot wings with potato strings
and red wine, all for just 55kn.QC‑2, Ljudevita Gaja 1
(Hotel Dubrovnik), tel. (+385-1) 481 86 13, www.
hotel-dubrovnik.hr. Open 12:00-23:00. (60 - 327kn).
AP G X B W
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BATAK GRILL
A full review for Batak would literally take pages. This
restaurant chain already covers most of the city. Highly
trained and polite staff, the menu is always being kept
fresh. A recommendation is close to impossible to pick,
but if pushed you simply have to try the mazalica with
urnebes. Divine.QK‑2, Vlaška 115, tel. (+385-1) 466 43
31, www.batak-grill.hr. Open 11:00-23:00. (39 - 89kn).
APGTBSV6W
JARUNSKI DVORI
A large black grill, lakeside seating and a few pivo from the ice
chest combine to make for an atmosphere that says weekend whatever the day. The menu features all the beef and
sausage you can stomach and is best described as decent.
Your departing gait will closely resemble a waddle.QG‑5,
Aleja Matije Ljubeka 3, tel. (+385-1) 383 16 72/(+385-) 091
383 16 75, www.jarunskidvori.hr. Open 11:30-24:00; Sun
11:30-22:00. (50 - 170kn). APXBSW
KOD DEDE GRILL
Carnivores take note, Kod dede (“Grandad’s place”) is a popular grill for local favourites ćevapčići and pljeskavica (meat
patties), steaks and mixed grills. Hop on tram 17 from the
main square heading west, skip out at Prečko and prepare
for the start of a long love affair with delicious, juicy meat.
QF‑4, Prečko 5c, tel. (+385-1) 381 75 37, www.koddede.
hr. Open 10:00-22:30. (38 - 131kn). PGTBSLW
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STARI KOTAČ
It’s not possible to go hungry from this place, because they
have gigantic portions! Very tasty, great service, we were
amazed how crowded it is, every day. Reserve in advance.
QG‑4, Petrovaradinska 20, tel. (+385-1) 388 27 68.
Open 10:00-22:00. (35 - 100kn). NGXBL
TVORNICA PLJESKAVICA KOSTA
Writing reviews can sometimes be problematic, as you try
and single out the very best aspects to showcase. With
TPK it’s simple. Everything is good. You’ll need to book
your table in advance, but that’s to be expected. TPK is a
meat-eater’s paradise, and this reviewer’s favourite is the
‘train’, where they bring out different dishes one after another, with differing levels of spiciness.QSavska 107/1, tel.
(+385-1) 619 96 07, www.tvornica-pljeskavica-kosta.hr.
Open 10:00-22:00; Fri, Sat 10:00-23:00; closed Sun. (35 90kn). PGTBW

ETHNIC
ASIA
Thought by many to be the nicest Chinese in town, it’s
also in the best space: an elegant building overlooking the
landscaped Tomislav Square. There’s none of the OTT decor that you so often find in restaurants of this kind; in fact
it’s perfectly suited to a business meal. Food is consistently
top quality, and the service swift and professional. Also at
Nova Ves 88, tel. 466 78 26.QD‑3, Augusta Šenoe 1, tel.
(+385-1) 484 12 18, www.asia.hr. Open 11:30-23:00. (29
- 125kn). APGW
EL TORO RESTAURANT & BAR
As you might expect from the name, this place is themed
around good steaks and Latin American cuisine – however
these are just the starting blocks for chef Mario Mihelj’s
imaginative way with the pots and pans. The aged T-bones
and rib-eyes are what many people come for although
there’s plenty more to choose from, including gourmet
tacos and a couple of variations on ceviche (a spicy citrus
raw-fish dish from Peru). Seafood is a bit more adventurous than in traditional Croatian restaurants; the baked sea
bass for example comes with a delicate twist of ginger and
sweet-and-sour sauce.QJ‑3, Ul. fra Filipa Grabovca 1, tel.
(+385-) 099 613 2926, www.eltoro.hr. Open 11:00-24:00;
closed Sun. (80-200kn). APGXBW
NAMASTE
Zagreb’s newest Indian restaurant is a large contemporary
space and the menu is a fun and creative blend of traditional and modern dishes. Vegan food and a children’s
menu are available, and everything is accompanied by
colour and smiles aplenty.QH‑4, Selska cesta 217, tel.
(+385-1) 626 44 58, www.namastezagreb.com. Open
12:00-23:00; Mon 14:00-23:00; Sun 12:00-22:00. (60 85kn). APLW
ROYAL INDIA
The perfect place to savour some authentic Indian cuisine
where the scent of incense greets you right at the door
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and creates a temple-like atmosphere. Try some samosas,
tandoori chicken and warm naan with a cup of lassi or cardamom tea along with a wide variety of other delicious
dishes. Be careful when ordering your food spicy because
unlike most of the restaurants in Zagreb, the food really is
spicy. Best of all, the extremely friendly staff recommends
the best dishes with the freshest ingredients for the day.
QC‑1, Tkalčićeva 26, tel. (+385-1) 468 09 65. Open
11:30-22:45. (60 - 100kn). APGTBSVJ
WK
TAKENOKO SUSHI BAR
Having blazed a trail for Japanese food in Zagreb and
carved an enviable niche for creative Asian-European
fusion, Takenoko remains the place to go for fine dining
with far-eastern flair. Their move from the upper reaches
of Tkalčićeva to new premises in the heart of town has
if anything confirmed their preeminence. The deftly designed interior of dark greys and greens oozes class; while
there’s a superb range of sushi and a well-balanced choice
of globally-inspired mains. Among the desserts, the green
tea ice cream is worth singling out.QB‑2, Masarykova 22,
tel. (+385-1) 646 33 85, www.takenoko.hr. Open 12:0023:30; Sun 12:00-17:00. (80 - 300kn). APGW

PIZZA
Theirs is of the thin-crust variety, and the centre will more
closely resemble a soup if you don’t give it time to cool.
There’s no shortage of variations on the theme, and a bonus for the economically challenged is the relatively miniscule price of a pie, 20 - 45kn. Key to toppings: feferoni
(peppers), frutti di mare (seafood), gljiva (mushrooms),
maslina (olive), rajčica (tomato), sir (cheese), slanina (bacon), šunka (ham).
DUKSA
It’s not every day you come across good pizza. When we
say “good” we mean pizza with a thin, crispy base and
fresh, natural ingredients on the top. Duksa’s pizza menu
offers about ten original “designs” with tomato sauce (“red
pizza”) and a similar number without sauce (“white pizza”).
Each pizza has its own imaginative and humorous name,
for example “Shitake Happens”. Buon appetito!QK‑2,
Duknovićeva 4, tel. (+385-1) 233 45 56, www.duksa.hr.
Open 09:00-23:00. (49 - 64kn). APGBS6W
KARIJOLA
This second opened location has quickly caught the city’s attention. But almost as delicious as the super fresh mouth, watering menu options is what the restaurant lay-out has created in the city center, a modernized version of their original
hearty, wood-style interior rests perched atop an alleyway
staircase and surrounded in greenery. The overall impression
of being in a tree house pizza oasis is a see-it-to-believe-it
pleasure. Highly recommended. Also at I-3 Badalićeva 18,
(+385-1) 366 70 44.QD‑2, Vlaška 63, tel. (+385-1) 553 10 16,
www.pizzeria-karijola.com. Open 11:00-24:00; Sun 11:0023:00. (16 - 82kn). AGBSW
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O’HARA
O’Hara’s is well known throughout Zagreb, having seen
their pizza chefs win award after award, after award. The
western suburbs of the capital might seem an odd place
for a pizzeria such as this, but the locals aren’t complaining, and nor are the many others who travel across the
city to eat here. Everything tastes divine, and while you
might come away thinking you could have eaten more,
you will not feel the least bit hungry. That’s a guarantee.
QF‑3, I.B.Mažuranić 1b, tel. (+385-1) 379 21 12, www.
oharazagreb.com. Open 12:00-22:30; closed Mon. (4570kn). APGXTBSL
PIZZERIA VEŽA
For decent pizza just outside the centre there’s a lot to be
said for making the short trek to Veža, just beyond Kvatrić
market. It certainly has a memorable interior, featuring
exposed red brick, discreet lighting, and seating arranged
communally along either side of a long, irregularly shaped
table that meanders through the centre of the room. Although they’re named after local streets, the pizzas themselves are largely traditional in style, give or take the odd
creative twist: “Fijanova” is basically a Quattro Formaggi,
while “Jordanovac” takes a standard tomato-and-mozzarella topping to another dimension with the addition of
capers, rocket and carpaccio of swordfish.QK‑2, Maksi‑
mirska 29, tel. (+385-) 098 384 304. Open 11:00-23:00.
(39 - 59kn). GBSVW
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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BISTRO LAUBA
A small bistro, at the entrance to the gallery of the same
name, a little bit off the beaten track but very much accessible. Those in the know will tell you that Lauba’s homemade artisanal bread is the best in town, and it’s hard to
argue with them. Pop in for a cup of tea and try their black
bread with chilli with some hummus or pate.QH‑3, Prilaz
baruna Filipovića 23a, tel. (+385-1) 630 21 40, www.
bistrolauba.hr. Open 09:00-23:00; Sat 11:00-23:00;
closed Sun. (45 - 150kn). APGL6Wi
BISTRO ROUGEMARIN
Looking for a suave casual dining place where you get value
for your plate size, look no further. This Bistro has a great
combo of foods on the menu where they pride themselves
on the ingredients used. Monthly menus change adding variety to regulars with choices such as steaks, ribs, pastas and
soups. A bronzed burger menu and wok dishes are always
highly sort.QK‑4, Frana Folnegovića 10, tel. (+385-1) 618
77 76, www.rougemarin.hr. Open 11:00-23:00; Sat 12:0023:00; closed Sun. (56 - 180kn). AGB6W
BISTRO ŠALŠA
Ladies, this is one bistro where all the chefs and staff are
men and one would expect that at least 50% of the customer base finds this enticing. The concept is oh so simple with
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a choice of three types of hearty meals per day. The menu
changes daily and is tops for brunch or lunch.QH‑3, Kostel‑
ska 11, tel. (+385-) 095 199 54 59. Open 11:00-22:00; Sat
12:00-18:00; closed Sun. (30 - 44kn). NPGBSW
MALI BAR
Understated fabulousness permeates this must-go spot
carved into a city center alleyway staircase. The relaxed,
happy clientele make the most impressive aspect of the
decor with over thirty business casual making up the major hues. Stop in anytime for wine and fab tapas but with a
tv-famous chef in the kitchen.QD‑2, Vlaška 63, tel. (+3851) 553 10 14. Open 12:30-23:00; closed Sun. (75 - 145kn).
APGBW

VEGETERIAN & VEGAN
RESTAURANTS
OAZA JOYFUL KITCHEN
Just how large must a review be before it becomes
an essay? That’s Joyful Kitchen! Run by OAZA - Sustainable Alternative Community - this wholly vegan
restaurant is just the ‘front’ for a far more expansive
operation. A social enterprise based on sustainable
living, OAZA holds educational programmes for children and young adults on how best to ensure that
their environment and surrounds are maintained so
as to best serve the community. From gardening to
civic leadership. This is all reflected in the restaurant
too. The menu is vegan from top to bottom, but at the
same time is built in a way so as to appeal to those
who might be of a more carnivorous nature. Burgers,
wraps, sandwiches, a range of wok dishes, not to mention the cakes and juices all look and taste amazing.
Flavour is everything for the chef and his team, and
this is immediately evident if take a mere forkful of
their carob cake. Trust us, you will not be disappointed
in a visit here.QC‑2, Radićeva 9, tel. (+385-) 091 575
04 72, www.joyful-kitchen.com. Open 11:00 - 21:00.
Sat, Sun 12:00 - 22:00. Closed Wed. From January
6th Open 11:00 - 21:00, Sat 14:00 - 21:00. Closed
Sun. (23 - 60kn). A

MIO CORAZON
There’s genuine Spanish know-how behind this small eatery, and it shows in the range of tapas on offer. Pršut, fish,
olives, the toppings are ones you’ll recognise, but perhaps
will not have tasted quite like this. It’s difficult to pick a favourite, but if pushed we’d recommend you try the olive
pesto tapas; the flavour just explodes in your mouth.QC‑2,
Radićeva 16, tel. (+385-) 091 621 77 63. Open 10:00-24:00;
Fri, Sat 10:00-24:00; closed Sun. (8 - 150kn). NXBJ
PUPITRES
Run by noted local sommelier Jelena Šimić Valentić this
smart, chic but altogether charming wine bar is one of
the best places to explore the world of Croatian wine. The
arched brick ceiling has been painted white to give the
place a geometric pop-art look, and the range of wines on
offer ensure that you can try something affordable as well
as quaffing the finest vintages the country has to offer.
Settle your stomach with pršut and Pag cheese, alongside
delicious crusty bread. QB‑2, Frankopanska 1, tel. (+385-)
098 165 8073, www.pupitres.hr. Open 09:00-24:00; Fri
09:00-01:00; Sat 11:00-01:00; closed Sun. (15 - 85kn).
APGBW

VEGEHOP
Whether you’re abstaining from meat for religious, ethical or health reasons, or if you’ve just had one čevapi too
many. The average omnivore should feel satisfied with
the number of vegetarian dishes on the menu; the daily
menu is likely to fill you more than you could imagine.
It’s tricky to find the place in the back of a courtyard,
but there is also a helpful delivery.QE‑2, Vlaška 79,
tel. (+385-1) 464 94 00/(+385-) 091 464 94 00, www.
vegehop.hr. Open 12:00-21:00; Sat, Sun 12:00-20:00.
(20 - 80kn). NPGSV6W
Nav Restaurant Archives
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beers and signature cocktails, but if we’re leaving the comfort of the centre we need more than that. The bar itself is
non-smoking, a rarity in Croatia, and this is also one of even
more rare places you can get brunch, in the form of Danish
‘open-faced’ sandwiches (smørrebrød) freshly prepared on
made-to-order bread, burgers and waffles. For those who
do smoke, you’ll find an excellent terrace space awaiting
you. Thanks to the modern interior and modularity it has
been recognised as a perfect place for private and business
parties or lectures. To get here, take the 14 or 17 south from
the main square, the 4 west from the train station, and the 5
south from Kvaternikov trg. QVeslačka 17, tel. (+395-1) 203
52 37, www.egoistbar.com. Open 07:00-23:00. G
FINJAK
Neatly nestled just off the street, Finjak finds itself alongside a number of like-minded businesses. This delightful
step-back-in-time antique-filled cafe has a very nice selection of high quality teas, as well as the usual coffee fare
you’d expect. Heineken and San Servolo can be found
here. Indoors is non-smoking but there is an outdoor terrace.QE‑2, Vlaška 78, tel. (+385-) 098 130 0057. Open
09:00-22:00; Sun 09:00-14:00. GBJ6W

Photo by Marija Laca, Greenery Procaffe Archives

BOTANIČAR
Perhaps oddly located in one sense, but perfectly in another, Botaničar is a mix of art gallery, café, culture venue,
situated only a few minutes from the Botanical Garden.
This part of the city seems to attract ‘underground’ venues,
and it’s easy to see why. Here you will find book launches,
poetry nights and, more importantly, somewhere peaceful to enjoy your tea or coffee.QB‑3, Trg Marka Marulića 6.
Open 08:00-23:00; closed Sun. XTBSJ6W
COGITO COFFEE SHOP
This neat little minimalist masterpiece serves coffee from
Cogito, the city’s prime independent importer and roaster
of quality, carefully-sourced beans. With functional-butcute decor, indie rock in the background, and a varied
choice of English-language magazines, it’s a great place to
take a breather.And there’s an outdoor terrace on this ruggedly handsome nineteenth-century street. QA‑2, Prilaz
Đure Deželića 40, www.cogitocoffee.com. Open 08:0020:00; Sat 09:00-17:00; Sun 09:00-15:00.
EGOIST BAR
Egoist bar has three locations in Zagreb, and perhaps all
three might suit you even in one day of exploring. Cvjetno
naselje is an area just north of the river and to the east of
Savska, the main north-south road running from the city
centre. It is here you will find the first, at Veslačka 17. Egoist.
And yet so good for everyone is their slogan, and in truth it
is. Here you’ll find the standard fare of course, tea, coffee,
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket

GREENERY PROCAFFE
Greenery Procaffe appears much like its name... green. In
addition to the green wash tones of the decor, you’ll find
here plants of all types and sizes. To continue the outdoors
impressions, you’ll also find several tables the seats of which
are swings! It’s Instagram friendly, if such things concern
you, and if you’re simply after a relaxing drink with friends
then you’ve the first floor seating area which keeps you out
of the way of ground floor and terrace hustle and bustle.
The cafe also has a special coffee-making machine, which
can print customised messages atop your coffee, perhaps
making this a rare occasion where it’s far more polite to
reach for your phone. Situated near the junction of Vukovarska and Savska, you’ll find it a simply matter to get here, with
trams 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, and 17 all passing directly outside, or just
beyond.QUlica grada Vukovara 52e, tel. (+385-) 095 350
54 15. Open 07:00-24:00; Sat, Sun 08:00-24:00.
KAVANA KAVKAZ
If you’re going to reopen a once-regular fixture on the
theatre circuit, you might as well do it in style. Kavkaz is
quickly drawing people back towards Kazalište Trg, serving not just your regular fare of coffee, wine and rakija, but
presenting a decent food menu as well. Breakfast, lunch, a
quick bite. Take your pick. The architecture is beautiful, and
during these winter months it’ll provide a wonderful background to Advent selfies. QB‑3, Trg Republike Hrvatske
1, tel. (+385-1) 615 48 68, www.kavkaz.hr. Open 07:3023:00; Sun 09:00-22:00.
PROGRAM BAR
Part of the team responsible for the much-missed
Martićeva landmark Divas café have taken their hospitality
skills up the road and launched another attempt at creating a destination café that will be markedly different to
any others into which you have so far trodden. The interior
– featuring scaffolding, the odd bag of cement, and paintWinter 2019-2020 43
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work so unfinished that you can still see the roller marks
– takes a subtle swipe at the over-designed, over-themed
bars elsewhere in the Croatian capital. Good coffee, fine
cakes, comfy cushions and a good choice of beers and
wines ensure a regular influx of greeters and gossipers.
The smoking chamber right at the back has the mysterious feel of an indoor forest. QD‑2, Martićeva ulica 14F,
tel. (+385-) 098 993 82 79. Open 07:00-23:00; Sat 08:0023:00; Sun 09:00-23:00. XBJW
VELVET
This corner cafe would not be out of place in the more stylish parts of London or Paris, and it’s all too easy to fall in
love with the gorgeous ‘library’ section and lose track of
your day’s plans. A nice selection of teas, and they make
their own cakes as well. Outdoor terracing, but the indoor
seating is what caught our eye. Decadent, in a good way.
Pricey, but no more so than other such spots in the area.
QB‑2, Dežmanova 9, tel. (+385-1) 484 67 44, www.
velvet.hr/en/caffe.html. Open 08:00-23:00; Sun 08:0014:00. APGTBJ6Wi

CAKES

AMERICAN CROATIAN
SWEET AFFAIR
The one and only ‘Cookie Factory’ that Zagrebians
have come to love and adore for the last 8 years has
taken on a facelift. Fear not, for you still get to devour
all of their amazing cookies, brownies, cupcakes, pies,
smoothies, ice creams, coffees and more.
But at the same time, their new concept under the
fittingly titled ‘Cremme’ gives visitors a chance to
purchase and try some of the finest Croatian made
cosmetics from our top national brands. From lotions
and crèmes to soaps and other goodies, guests can
get to do the best of both worlds at their Tkalčićeva
store… Also new is ‘Mrvice’, a premium Croatian
brand of traditional cakes for all to try. Don’t forget,
these sweet nibbles can also be had at their two
other The Cookie Factory stores located at Crvenog
križa and close to Kvaternikov square in Nemčićeva.
QCremme, Tkalčićeva 21, C-1, tel. (+385-1) 551 06
45, www.cremme.hr. Open 09:00 - 23:00. AP
GBJW

What’s going on?
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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AMÉLIE
A favourite cake shop among locals and visitors, Amélie
has an irresistible selection of ices and a lovely shady terrace on which to linger. Only natural ingredients are used,
favouring the fruit’s natural sweetness or honey over
sugar. Refined, intense and perfectly delicious. Also at
Brune Bušića, tel. (+385-1) 889 76 97 and Duknovićeva 4,
tel. (+385-1) 230 12 69.QD‑2, Vlaška ulica 6, tel. (+385-1)
558 33 60, www.slasticeamelie.com. Open 08:00-23:00;
Sun 09:00-23:00. PBJW
M&M SLASTIČARNICA
M&M is a small family-run patisserie located in Rudeš, a
western suburb of Zagreb. Here you will find cakes and
cookies, all made to traditional recipes and using modern ingredients. The selection is impressive, and includes
Samobor’s famous cream cake, the kremšnita. In fact, there
are cakes from all parts of the country, most notably the
White Zagreb Cake. There are vegan and gluten-free options. Ice cream too. And, if sweet is not to your liking then
you’ll find plenty of salty and savoury to suit your needs.
QG‑3, Ratarska 13, tel. (+385-1) 386 16 30, www.mim.
hr. Open 07:00-21:00. PGBW

THE WHITE ZAGREB CAKE TIMELESS TASTE OF ZAGREB
The “White City of Zagreb” doesn’t just live on in nostalgic songs, it is reflected in the traditions and beauties of the Croatian capital. A cake to match that level
of expectation is the White Zagreb Cake, made from
almond cream, marzipan and white chocolate. This is
an elegant piece of confectionery and certainly worth
making the trip west to sample a slice.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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22 000 MILJA
Dive into the wide selection of beer, whisky, cognac, rum
and cigars in Jules Verne themed bar in the heart of Zagreb. A favorite place for art & law students as well as cigar
and pipe aficionados. The place with rich atmosphere and
great prices.QB‑2, Frankopanska 22, tel. (+385-1) 481 70
07. Open 07:00-02:00; closed Sun. NPXBEL
J6W
BIKERS BEER FACTORY
Located on Savska Street next to the restaurant Mex Cantina
and in a backyard encircled with garages and a big motorcycle parking lot. High tables, good staff, the interior is full
wood, bricks and lights with excerpts from any bikers’ world
(helmets, exhaust pipes etc). Jukebox and good choice of
foreign beer. Sounds like a ZZ Top clip!QI‑4, Savska 150,
tel. (+385-) 099 848 56 63, www.bikersbeerfactory.hr.
Open 08:00-24:00; Sun 10:00-24:00; Fri, Sat 08:00-03:00.
NPXTBE6W
DEŽMAN BAR
Lined with fashion boutiques, florists and design stores,
the intimate pedestrianized Dežmanova street is like a
little piece of Paris pulled out of place and plonked down
in downtown Zagreb. The Dežman Bar very much lives up
to the prevailing ambience, with a chic and soothing coffee bar that serves exquisite cakes and snacks, and a more
intimate drinks bar (“Dežman Mini Bar”) with a separate
entrance a few doors down, serving a shrewdly-curated
mix of wines, spirits and classy creative cocktails. Served in
both locations is a range of affordable, seasonally-changing gourmet food ranging from sandwiches to pasta, risotto, fish and steaks.QB‑2, Dežmanova 3, tel. (+385-1)
484 61 60, www.dezman.hr. Open 08:00-24:00; closed
Sun. Dežman Mini Bar Open Tue, Wed 16:00 - 24:00,
Thu, Fri 16:00 - 01:00, Sat 12:00 - 01:00, Closed Mon and
Sun. PXTBJWi
GARDEN BREWERY
Situated in the wilds of Žitnjak, Garden Brewery, like its
name suggests, is the brainchild of the team behind Tisno’s Garden Festival. The brewery has a bar, open to the
public, and serves food, courtesy of Submarine Burger.
Garden Brewery holds frequent events, with renowned DJs
such as Craig Charles (Red Dwarf) and the Zagreb Allstars.
QL‑4, Slavonska avenija 22F, tel. (+385-1) 563 41 00,
www.thegarden.hr/brewery/en. Open 11:00-23:00; Fri
11:00-02:00; Sat 12:00-02:00; Sun 12:00-20:00. BW
HUB COOLTURA PUB
Zagreb, like any city, will always have its secret spots, and
Hub Cooltura Pub is one of these. Tucked away just south
and east from the main bus station, this is an ideal location to meet your friends and not be bothered by roaming
groups of rowdy revellers. Coffee by day, some craft beer
by night. Not a place for a quick beer, more a place to sit
and savour your drink.QK‑3/4, Rapska 20. Open 07:0024:00; Sun 09:00-24:00. AGXUB6W
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JABUKA
This is the last bastion of unadulterated rock music in Zagreb. Black clad sulky people dance it up on Fridays and
Saturdays in a pantomime of rock and leather, but not
without a touch of 1980s irony and even some electropop.QH‑2, Jabukovac 28, tel. (+385-1) 244 19 44. Open
Fri, Sat 23:00-05:00. P
JOHANN FRANCK
If a country’s largest coffee company opens a venue, it
must be reasonable to assume that you’re going to be
happy with what’s on offer. There’s a reason why chains
like Starbucks don’t see Croatia as a viable market, even
though seemingly all anyone does here is drink coffee
and watch the world go by. More terrace space than you
can shake a stick at, and a great location at the corner of
Zagreb’s main square. Reasonably priced food menu with
affordable daily specials posted on social media.QC‑2, Trg
bana Josipa Jelačića 9, tel. (+385-) 091 783 81 53, www.
johannfranck.hr. Open 08:00-02:00; Fri, Sat 08:0004:00; Sun 09:00-02:00. APGXBJ
MR. FOGG
An established steampunk venue, Mr. Fogg is spacious and
continues to grow in popularity. Exposed brickwork, dials
and gauges abound, and unusual metal sculptures everywhere. If you’re the sort of café-goer who loves taking photos of your surrounds, then you must set aside an afternoon
or night and make a trip to Martićeva. When you do get here
you’ll see a wide range of spirits, several of which are unique
to Mr. Fogg. These are used to tweak various cocktails so as
to mirror the journeys of Phileas Fogg himself. There’s also a
list of bespoke cocktails, with the barstaff only too happy to
help you in designing one all for you!QE‑2, Martićeva 31,
www.facebook.com/BarMrFogg. Open 08:00-24:00; Fri,
Sat 08:00-02:00; Sun 09:00-24:00. BJ
MOČVARA
This former factory down by the river Sava is not only one of
Zagreb’s premier gig and clubbing venues but also something of an offbeat cultural centre, with something going on
most nights of the week - film nights, theatre performances,
literary events and art happenings included. Artist Igor Hofbauer’s woozy comic-strip décor in the bar area is reason
enough to call in. As a reminder, the club opens only for organized concerts or special events, so it’s best to keep track
via the web.QI‑3, Trnjanski nasip bb, tel. (+385-1) 615 96
67, www.mochvara.hr. Open for organized concerts and
special events, so it’s best to keep track via the web or
Facebook page. NPGXUBEL6W
OPERA CLUB
Zagreb’s general architecture lends to some interesting entertainment locations, and Opera is one such place. Just a
few minutes’ walk from the main square, Opera is a Multimedia Club, and has a full schedule for the city’s residents
and anyone passing through on a weekend break. The club
takes bookings for groups and for special events. Bring a
camera, you’ll want to share with your friends.QC‑2, Petrin‑
jska 4. Open Wed, Fri, Sat 23:00-06:00. AXJW
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PLOČNIK
Covering three floors, the concept successfully melds music with cutting-edge design and the latest-and-greatest
from the alternative world of street art, into one multifunctional space. Visit the cafe bar on the ground floor
to chill out on vintage couches while sipping a local craft
beer in a collective living room-like atmosphere inspired
by New York City from the 1930’s. Go upstairs to the record
store, listen to your favourite music and come away with
a rare vinyl record, or step into the basement in the evening to check out the nightclub and temporary art gallery.
Pločnik is a collective lifestyle concept that’s definitely not
to be missed.QH‑3, Međimurska 21, tel. (+385-) 091 430
07 33, www.pozitivanritam.hr/plocnik. Open 09:0002:00; closed Sun. ABE6W
SEDMICA
This clandestine affair of a café/bar is a popular hangout for Zagreb’s young literati. And we can see why: the
number seven’s dark, enigmatic atmosphere is certain to
stir a literary bone in your body, too.QA‑2, Kačićeva 7a,
tel. (+385-1) 484 66 89, www.caffebar-sedmica.com.
Open 08:00-01:00; Sun 17:00-01:00. APXTB
J6W
SWANKY MONKEY GARDEN
Let it be known that the Swanky Monkey Garden not
only has a terraced courtyard café, from May on wards it
opens its outdoor pool allowing guests to perfectly unwind amidst the serene garden. Voted as Croatia’s best
hostel a few years back; highlights include the walls of the
main bar which are papered with replicas documenting
the buildings previous life as a factory. There’s never a dull
moment with events organised regularly which include
live bands, acoustic sets, DJ’s, movie nights, wine promotions, warm ups to festivals and more. If in town, come
to Swanky, and we’re not monkeying around! QB‑2, Ilica
50, tel. (+385-1) 400 42 48, www.swanky-hostel.com/
mint/index.php/menza-bar. Open 08:00-24:00; Fri, Sat
08:00-02:00. APGXBEJ6WCi
VINTAGE INDUSTRIAL BAR
This American-like, rock and roll-feel bar has more than
just a few drinks to offer. Grab a beer on tap with some
friends and delight in a wide variety of concerts, dance
performances, theater acts, film screenings or even literary meetings. The brick walls, occasionally splashed
with graffiti and black and white photography, create
the perfect environment to wind-down. And best of
all, you don’t need to worry about parking because the
front entrance is a spacious parking lot.QI‑4, Savska
cesta 160, tel. (+385-1) 619 17 15/(+385-) 098 34 00
20, www.vintageindustrial-bar.com. Open 09:0002:00; Fri, Sat 09:00-05:00; Sun 17:00-01:00. PX
TB E 6 W
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BAN JOSIP JELAČIĆ SQUARE (TRG BANA JOSIPA
JELAČIĆA)
This Austro-Hungarian styled square is the true centre of
the city. There’s a phenomenal variety of cafés, shopping,
feeding and people watching everywhere. It was named
after the impressive sculpture within its domain, that of
Count Jelačić, his deadly steed, and a sword so pointy
and sharp that it could poke your eye out. Our count’s image has inspired a number of political outbursts: in 1947
it was dismantled and chucked into a corner somewhere
because leaders found it overly representative of nationalism in the country. The year 1990 brought it back into its
current place, this time leaders believing it perfectly nationalistic.QC‑2, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića.
DOLAC (DOLAC MARKET)
Croatia is a country passionate about its produce, and
nowhere is this more visible than at the farmers’ market
Dolac. Small producers from surrounding villages gather in
this central food mecca to sell their leafy greens and fleshy
meats, which are instantly snapped up. Find everything
from turnips to bee pollen and unidentified seeds that
promise to straighten out your digestive tract. Old cafés
and randomly strewn bar stools (appearing deceptively
free) surround the shopping chaos on the upper level;
while the meat hangs below your feet, in Dolac’s underground bunker along with fresh produce, cheese, herbs,
nuts, loose grains, olives by the kilo…and much, much
more. A separate fish room (amateurs prepare your nose
pincers) and cheese room (likewise) will keep you wandering through this ultimate homage to all things edible,
Dolac.QC‑2, Dolac 9.

a great escape. The 18 hectares of lush greenery and forest was opened to the public in 1794 and was the first of
its kind in this part of Europe. An added bonus, Zoological
Garden of Zagreb is housed within it. Catch tram N°11 or 12
from Trg bana Josipa Jelačića east (Dubec) to the Bukovačka
stop. The entrance to Maksimir park is on the north side of
the street.QK‑1/2, Maksimirski perivoj bb, www.zoo.hr.
Open 08:00 - 20:00. The ticket office closes an hour and
half before closing time. From September Open 08:00
- 19:00, ticket office closes an hour before closing time.
Admission 30/20 kn.
ST MARK’S CHURCH (CRKVA SV. MARKA)
The spectrum of colours displayed on the roof beautifully
depicts the Croatian, Dalmatian and Slavonian coats-ofarms and also the Zagreb city emblem and provides for
quite a lasting visual. Due to various natural disasters
it has received a ton of reconstruction and not a whole
lot remains of the original 14th century building. Inside,
highlights include two works by Ivan Meštrović, Croatia’s
most famous sculptor, and frescoes by artist Jozo Kljaković.
QC‑1, Trg svetog Marka 5, tel. (+385-1) 485 16 11.
Photo by Shutterstock

FUNICULAR
Quite possibly the shortest funicular, or indeed any tracked
transportation, in the world. Starting just off Ilica you can
hitch a ride for 5kn up to the base of the Lotrščak Tower
that guards the entrance to Gornji grad, that is of course
if you can’t be bothered to spend 30 seconds climbing
the steps that run up the side of the tracks. A boon for the
lazy amongst us!QB‑2, Tomićeva bb, www.zet.hr. Open
06:30-22:00.
GRIČ TUNNEL (TUNEL GRIČ)
Built during WWII as a shelter, this 350-metre long tunnel
was recently opened to the public and is located between
Radićeva and Mesnička Streets in the heart of the city centre. A range of cultural events are set to be hosted there
whilst in the meantime it is a fine safe-haven if having to
escape the hustle and bustle of the city.QB/C‑2. Open
09:00-21:00.
MAKSIMIR PARK & THE CITY ZOO (MAKSIMIRSKI PARK I ZOOLOŠKI VRT)
A perfect half-day outing for love birds, families, the fourlegged, this place will revitalise a tired soul. Leaves, lakes,
grasses and dirt are all a part of the equation as well as
clouds, a sky and periodically the very sun! Blaring car engines have been removed from this place and as such it’s
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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I always book GoOpti
to get to the airport.
Most reliable airport transfer.
From:

Zagreb
To:

Venice

from 20€

Ljubljana

+4420 3695 2200

GoOpti.com
STONE GATE (KAMENITA VRATA)
This archway was one of the four original entries into the
walled Gornji grad of the feudal period. In 1731 a terrible
fire destroyed much of the town, and legend has it that a
vision of the Virgin Mary could be seen in the burnt ash
that remained in this entry. It was reconstructed in 1760
and hasn’t been touched since. Today you’ll find ladies
praying in the church pews, black-soot ceilings and candles glowing as a testament to a people and their faith.
QC‑1, Kamenita ulica.
THE CATHEDRAL OF ASSUMPTION OF THE
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY (KATEDRALA MARIJINA
UZNESENJA)
A wonder of neo-Gothic artistry, the impressive and sharp
looking towers stand out from nearly anywhere you are in
the entire city. Though it’s in an evidently permanent state
of reconstruction, it’s undeniably overwhelming and will
push you to ponder those larger things we can see you’ve
been avoiding. Go ahead and wander inside but don’t forget to turn the mobile off. A brief history: 1093 - founded;
1242 - the initial Romanesque construction is finished. In the
next 21 years it’s heavily damaged in various sieges by the
Tatars; 1624 - a series of sweeping fires practically destroys it;
1645 - another wave of fires picks up where the last left off.
It’s reconstructed; 1880 - sustains serious damage during an
earthquake. A 12-year restoration takes place, at which time
the neo-Gothic bell towers are raised skyward; 1990 - exterior renovations set in motion to battle against the effects of
time. Mass: 07:00, 08:00, 09:00, 19:00, Sunday 07:00, 08:00,
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from 9€

Treviso

from 20€

Trieste

from 19€

Vienna

NEW

from 24€

09:00, 10:00, 11:30, 19:00.QC‑1, Kaptol 31, tel. (+385-1) 481
47 27. Open 10:00-17:00; Sun 13:00-17:00.
THE LOTRŠČAK TOWER AND GRIČ CANNON
(KULA LOTRŠČAK I GRIČKI TOP)
If in Zagreb you hear the blast of cannon fire, fear not, it
simply means it’s midday. This auditory onslaught is not an
elaborate pigeon-scaring scheme. According to one legend, a cannon shot from the Lotrščak tower soared over
the river Sava and landed in the Turks’ encampment, right
on a platter of chicken that was being carried to the Pasha
for his lunch. The Pasha decided against attacking a city
of fearsome sharpshooters so Zagreb escaped invasion.
Since this ace shot was fired at noon, a cannon has been
fired at that time from the same tower ever since. Sited in
the Upper Town, the tower originally was part of the city’s
defences, and later served as a prison. Nowadays, it houses
a gallery and an art shop, and the view from the top is well
worth the climb.QB/C‑2, Strossmayerovo šetalište 9, tel.
(+385-1) 485 17 68, www.gkd.hr/kula-lotrscak. Open
09:00-21:00; Sat, Sun 10:00-21:00. 20/10 kn.
TKALČIĆEVA (TKALČIĆEVA STREET)
You mustn’t miss this street, for it is zoo-like, exhibiting humans in full chill mode. It simultaneously encourages you to
wander, sit, sip, dance, chat, primp, preen, put out the vibe,
read, write or sleep. You’ll be amazed by the sheer number
of people wandering around here late into the evening. It
provides a unique visual for a city that you’re starting to understand is very unique too!QC‑1, Tkalčićeva.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

Zagorje Day Trip
KRAPINA NEANDERTHAL MUSEUM
(MUZEJ KRAPINSKIH NEANDERTALACA)
Designed by Croatian experts with the assistance of
museums, artists and multimedia experts from around
the globe, it uses leading-edge technology to create a
unique experience. It illustrates the story of life on Earth
and the evolution of mankind, explaining the importance of fossilised Neanderthal remains discovered here
and the way that their significance was deciphered. The
museum is located at Hušnjakovo, the site where fossilised Neanderthal remains dating back 130 000 years
were found. This is the most numerous and most varied collection of such fossils in the world. The remains
of dozens of people were found, together with those of
animals such as the cave bear, wolf and rhinoceros as
well as Palaeolithic stone implements. After enjoying
the interactive museum displays, you can walk outside
and see the site of the dig. It is not only the direct connection with the original find that brings you so close to
deep prehistory: sculptures of Neanderthal families are
so realistic that visitors have an eerie sense that they are
about to move at any moment. You’re propelled back in
time by sounds and smells recreating the world of Neanderthal man. You can touch the sculptures and learn
about their emotions, rituals and entertainment. In short,
this is about as close to Neanderthal man as you can possibly get, and is a real eye-opener, revealing how close
to our own kind the Neanderthals truly were.QŠetalište
Vilibalda Sluge bb, Krapina, tel. (+385-49) 37 14 19,
www.mkn.mhz.hr. Open 09:00 - 17:00. Closed Mon.
Admission 60/30 kn.
TRAKOŠĆAN CASTLE
Built in the 13th century, this
is Croatia’s best kept castle
and is a majestic site from any
viewpoint. Initially, it was used
as an observation fortress and
then grew with several families taking ownership over the
centuries, the most prominent
being the noble Croatian family Drašković. Today, the castle
houses authentic weaponry,
armour, paintings, prints, furniture and scripts, dating back
centuries. The surrounding
park and lake offer a magical medieval setting when
chivalry and knighthood once
prevailed.QTrakošćan 1, Bed‑
nja, www.trakoscan.hr. Open
09:00 - 17:00. Admission
(40/20kn).

THE ANTUN AUGUSTINČIĆ GALLERY (GALERIJA
ANTUNA AUGUSTINČIĆA)
Antun Augustinčić, born in Klanjec in 1900, is one of the
foremost 20th century Croatian sculptors, whose works
convey a muscular power and expressive dignity. This
ability to create on a grand scale led to Augustinčić being commissioned for a great number of public works at
home and abroad. Perhaps his best-known work is his
equestrian statue Peace, which stands outside the UN
building in New York. Augustinčić’s statue of his great
friend Josip Broz Tito stands in Kumrovec, and the giant
relief and statue of Matija Gubec in Gornja Stubica is also
his work. Augustinčić donated his life’s works to his home
town, including monumental works, intimate sculptures,
expressive portraits and nudes. A visit to this museum is
essential for anyone with even a passing interest in sculpture. And while in Klanjec, don’t miss the opportunity to
see the renovated Austro-Hungarian sarcophaguses in
the crypt of the Fransiscan Monastery or to taste the local
wine variety Sokol.QTrg Antuna Mihanovića 10, Klanjec,
tel. (+385-49) 55 03 43, www.gaa.mhz.hr. Open 09:0017:00. Admission 25/15kn.
THERME TUHELJ
Thermae Tuhelj is the largest bathing resort and wellness
centre in Croatia. At Thermae Tuhelj know how to take care
of your well-being with massages and personalised body
and facial treatments. Spoil yourself with thermal baths
and escape from the stress of everyday life with healing
thermal mud wraps. In the biggest sauna centre in Croatia – Sauna World, they are the only centre in the country
which offers the appropriate sauna programmes. The largest water world of fun near Zagreb. QLjudevita Gaja 4,
Tuheljske Toplice, www.terme-tuhelj.hr.
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Shopping
SHOPPING MALLS

JEWELRY

A woman’s fetish isn’t far away as the heart of Zagreb and
its outskirts is full of shopping centres. Each centre can be
reached by tram or bus with the Kaptol Centre and Centar
Cvjetni walking distance from the main square. The bigger
centres require public transport and include Avenue Mall
in Novi Zagreb, Arena Centre in Lanište, City Centre One
West in Jankomir, Point Shopping Centre in Vrbani, City
Centre One East in Žitnjak, Supernova Zagreb - Garden
Mall in Dubrava and Supernova Zagreb - Buzin. What
else can we say but, ‘shop till you drop’!

BASHOTA
The Bashota goldsmith family has been creating remarkable
jewelry since 1924. Along with hard work, knowledge, skill,
design originality and a wide range of unique models,they
are able to satisfy every wish. The offer includes graceful
coral jewellery, traditional items such as Licitar hearts, as
well as many other symbols of Zagreb and Croatian history.
Bashota is a proud holder of the Croatian Creation quality
label and multiple first places at the Triennial of Zagorje
Souvenirs – dedicated to souvenirs based on the protected
intangible heritage of Zagorje County. Also at Ilica 69 (A-2),
tel.(+385-1) 484 69 41. Open 08:30 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 14:00.
QB‑2, Ilica 37, tel. (+385-1) 483 36 23. Open 08:00-13:00,
16:00-20:00; Sat 09:00-14:00; closed Sun. A

CROATIAN FASHION
CROATA
Croatia, home to the cravat, and home too to Croata, a
store in which you will find a rich array of ties, scarves, and
more, all made from the finest of silks. Croata boasts several entirely unique designs so gifts from here can be that
much more special. Also at Kaptol 13, Av. Dubrovnik 16
(shopping center Avenue Mall), Vice Vukova 6 (shopping
center Arena).QC‑2, Ilica 5 (Oktogon), tel. (+385-1) 645
70 52, www.croata.hr. Open 08:00-20:00; Sat 08:0015:00; closed Sun. A
A SHOO
A not to be missed shoe shop and design studio in one.
Waltz in and pick out some soft leather and skinny straps
to wrap around your feet. Anita’s shoes are walking sex.
QD‑2, Martićeva 19, tel. (+385-1) 388 69 44, www.
ashoo.net. Open 12:00-19:00; Sat 09:00-14:00; closed
Sun. N
BOROVO
Croatia’s largest shoe producer which manufactures and
exports new collections as well as redesigned classics
such as the already popular Startas which happens to be
celebrating its 40th anniversary. There is Boromina, Borosana, My Ballerinas and more, so it’s best to hop into a
store for a truly 100% authentic Croatian souvenir or gift.
QC‑2, Preradovićeva 16, tel. (+385-1) 485 45 52, www.
borovo.hr. Open 08:00-20:00; Sat 08:00-15:00; closed
Sun. A
FASHION BOUTIQUE DORA
Just for the ladies, boutique Dora is a traditional family business that has been designing and manufacturing beautiful women’s clothing for over 30 years. Dora is
known for their quality production and feminine designs.
Every pattern is made either bespoke or in a small series,
and always of the finest natural fabrics. Authentic and
tailor made for you!QC‑1, Kamenita 2, tel. (+385-1) 485
17 63, www.dora-zagreb.com. Open 08:00-20:00; Sat
10:00-15:00; closed Sun. AJ

BREAK TIME CROATIA - NAUTICAL BRACELETS
For an exceptional souvenir from Zagreb you have to visit
this jewellery shop of a different kind. Both Mirela and Ionut have come from abroad and followed their dream in
creating handcrafted super cool necklaces, bracelets, key
rings and other bibs and bobs that feature nautical icons
such as mini anchors and compasses, all of which are waterproof. You’ve got to see to believe these great accessories! QC‑2, Ilica 14, Lovački rog, tel. (+385-) 091 557 87
89, www.nautical-bracelets.com. Open 11:00-19:30; Sat
10:00-16:00; Sun 10:00-14:00; closed Mon. J
CLOUD&CO
A brand that has existed for a decade Cloud & Co. has only
recently decided to open their own city centre location. A
quick look at what’s on offer will give explanation as to the
name, with the jewellery on display prominently featuring
crescent moons, stars, and clouds...stellar motifs indeed.
There are also semi-precious stones in use, and the metal
used is silver or gold-plated silver. Necklaces can be converted into charm bracelets, with potential additions easily purchased as needed. If there has ever been jewellery
you’d never take off, it’s here you likely bought it. Cloud
& Co. also maintain a pop-up shop on Zrinjevac for the
Advent market. A perfect place to find the perfect present. QC‑2, Preradovićeva 9, tel. (+385-) 097 654 36 98,
www.cloudandcojewelry.com. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat
09:00-15:00; closed Sun. A
JOZEF GJONI
They opened in 1971, and since then have been producing
unique and one-of-a-kind pieces of jewellery. With a large
collection of handmade gold and silver antique pieces, as
well as traditional Croatian jewellery, adorned with precious and semi precious gemstones, they offer something
for everyone.QC‑2, Ulica Nikole Jurišića 10, tel. (+385-1)
481 09 02, www.zlatarna-jozef-gjoni.hr. Open 09:0020:00; Sat 09:00-15:00; closed Sun. AJ
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Shopping
Cloud&Co Jewelry

LAPIDARIUM - ZLATARNA MARIO
Looking for a piece of jewelry that’s truly one-of-a-kind
and fits your unique individualized style? Then look no
further because Lapidarium offers the perfect solution to your search. Not only do they supply finished
jewelry, but they also allow customers to create their
own customized pieces for every type of occasion.
QC‑2, Radićeva 10, tel. (+385-1) 481 39 96, www.
lapidarium.eu. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat 09:00-15:00;
closed Sun. AJ
NASTJA - MEANINGFUL JEWELLERY
On Radićeva, just off the main square is where you’ll
find this small jewellers. Named for, and with everything made by owner Nastasja, you’ll see items here
that are made with the wearer in mind. Sterling silver
and semi-precious stones are the weapons of choice
for Nastasja, with all parts lovingly sourced by the boss
herself. The motto of the place is, after all, meaningful jewellery. Bracelets, necklaces, as well as cosmic
symbols and chakras can be found here. QRadićeva
16, tel. (+385- ) 091 901 43 73, www.nastjajewellery.
com. Open 10:00-20:00; closed Sun. AJ

5 MUSEUM SHOP FINDS
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MUSEUM SHOP
Take home a piece of history with you today from the
museum souvenir shop. Items include: ushepti figurines, tripartite jugs, the head of a Pharaoh and many,
many more.QC‑2, Trg Nikole Šubića Zrinskog 19, tel.
(+385-1) 487 31 01, www.amz.hr. Open 11:00-17:00;
Sun 10:00-13:00; closed Mon. A
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ART SHOP KLOVIĆEVI DVORI
Souvenirs that prove you do indeed have the soul of an artist.
QC‑1, Jezuitski trg 4, tel. (+385-1) 485 19 26. Open 11:0019:00; closed Mon. A
HNK ART SHOP
Amble into the souvenir shop where you can find T-shirts with
Hamlet prints, DVD monographs, War and Peace postcards,
umbrellas, cups, puzzles and other fancy items with motifs
from different theatre shows.QB‑3, Trg maršala Tita 15, tel.
(+385-1) 488 84 18, www.hnk.hr. Usually operates every
evening when there are shows on. A
MSU SHOP
A great choice of books and works by Croatian and international designers.QJ‑5, Avenija Dubrovnik 17, tel. (+385-1)
605 27 58, www.msu.hr. Open 10:00-18:00; Sat 11:0020:00; closed Mon.
MUO SHOP
Gifts inspired by the collection in the lovely Museum of Arts
and Crafts.QB‑3, Trg maršala Tita 10, tel. (+385-1) 488 21
10/(+385-1) 488 21 11, www.muo.hr. Open 10:00-19:00;
Sun 10:00-14:00; closed Mon. A

What’s going on?
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BOOKSHOP
PLANETOPIJA
This bright and welcoming bookshop specialises in everything related to healthy living: cookery books, vegetarianism, environmentalism, conscious parenting, health and
personal development - in Croatian and in English. There’s
a lovely selection of books designed to awaken ethical
sensibilities in children, plus a range of eco-friendly toys
and gifts for everyone.QB‑2, Ilica 68, tel. (+385-1) 484 61
97, www.planetopija.hr. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat 09:0015:00; closed Sun. AJ

GAMES & COMICS
CARTA MAGICA
This shop specialises in games: board games, card games,
trading card games, role play, fantasy and model-making.
There are also loads of accessories on sale, and there’s a
large gaming zone for up to 40 people.QB‑2, Frankopan‑
ska 24, tel. (+385-1) 484 60 99, www.cartamagica.hr.
Open 09:00-21:00; Sun 11:00-17:00. A
HERE BE DRAGONS
Here Be Dragons is a recent addition to Zagreb’s burgeoning fantasy community. Opened in April, this shop has a
massive collection of fully licensed and authentic fandom
items. Harry Potter? Game of Thrones? Star Wars? Marvel?
DC? It’s all here. T-shirts, back-packs, Funko Pop dolls, tankards, wands, the list goes on. Situated on Tkalčićeva, you
can’t miss it, with Batman and Wonder Woman standing
guard at the door and in the hallway.QC‑1, Tkalčićeva
34, tel. (+385-) 099 555 66 53, www.herebedragons.hr.
Open 10:00-22:00; Fri, Sat 10:00-24:00.
STRIPOVI NA KVADRAT
An abundance of comics from this part of Europe as well as
the best known English editions are hot off the press here.
Heaps of figurines, t-shirts, badges, toys, games, DVDs and
gifts are also available and their website is updated with
the latest releases.QC‑3, Preradovićeva 34, tel. (+3851) 483 77 77, www.stripovi.hr. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat
09:00-15:00; closed Sun. A

CROATIAN DESIGN
FELIX IN COTTON
Any company that has stood the test of time obviously
has a winning formula, as is the case with Felix in Cotton.
We need to backtrack to 1924 when Austrian Felix Pollack
von Parnegg, (the) grandson of Hermann Pollack, owner of
one of the largest textile companies in South East Europe,
founded a factory in Croatia, in Zagreb. Today, this factory
almost has a centuries-old tradition and continues to produce top quality textile products at affordable prices. It is
the only factory that produces the finest damask in Croatia
with their products housed in luxurious hotels, resorts and
restaurants from the EU to the UAE and beyond. The company preserves tradition and therefore offers collections
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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with motifs of age old Croatian patterns, sequences and
motives. Give yourself or a loved one a Croatian household facelift with authentic bags, tablecloths, aprons, teatowels, pillow cases, linen, quilts, and other assortments
including souvenir packs in various colours, shapes and
sizes. Their stores are central and can be found at one of
two locations – the main store is at Opatovina 13 (behind
the main market), and the other store is at Ilica 171. QC‑1,
Opatovina 13, tel. (+385-) 091 377 20 27, www.ttt.hr.
Open 08:00–20:00; Sat 08:00–14:00; closed Sun. J
TAKE ME HOME - CROATIAN DESIGN SHOP
The perfect place to pick up some chic Croatian gifts and
souvenirs created by over 60 local designers. Tote bags
with traditional Croatian motifs printed on modern designs, unique jewellery, trendy notebooks and planners,
art prints, cool t-shirts, awarded kids’ toys and handmade
cosmetics to take home from your trip.QB‑2, Tomićeva
4 (near Funicular), tel. (+385-1) 798 76 32, www.
takemehome.hr. Open 09:30-20:00; Sat 10:00-15:00;
closed Sun. AJ

SOUVENIRS
G.E.A.GALLERY
If you can’t make it to the rest of Croatia, this place on your
way to the Stone Gate offers you something handmade
from each part of the country. The staff are highly knowledgeable about the products they sell, so you’ll bring
home a story or two as well as a souvenir for which you
can be sure it was invented and produced in Croatia.QC‑1,
Radićeva 35, tel. (+385-1) 485 10 22/(+385-) 091 554 38
91. Open 10:30-19:00; closed Sun. A
THE CROATIAN MONETARY INSTITUTE - THE
CROATIAN MINT
Looking for a souvenir of lasting value? Choose something
you will cherish forever; gold and silver coins and medals!
The Croatian Monetary Institute - the Croatian Mint, has
been making Croatian coins since 1993, including coins in
regular circulation, commemorative coins, gold and silver
coins, as well as medals. Commemorative coins are made
in limited editions commemorating important events or
anniversaries, and have a significant numismatic value.
Alongside beautifully crafted gold and silver coins, you
can find exquisite gold and silver medals for special occasions, such as weddings, baptism, birthdays... QD‑2,
Jurišićeva 13, www.hnz.hr. Open 07:00-20:00; Sun
07:00-14:00; closed Sun. AJ

SPECIALTY STORE
HAVANA CIGAR SHOP
A paradise for hedonists, a special shop where dreams
come true. Spoil yourself with a wide selection of Cuban,
Dominican, Nicaraguan and other premium cigars, pipes,
lighters, humidors, cigar accessories and an admirable
range of exclusive alcoholic beverages. Furthermore, a
wide selection of men’s gifts for any occasion is waiting
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for you.QB‑2, Frankopanska 22, tel. (+385-1) 539 04 67,
www.havana-cigar-shop.com. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat
09:30-14:30; closed Sun. AJ

DELICATESSEN
BONKULOVIĆ DELICACIES
Take your pick with their wide range of world famous delicacies.QI‑2, Nova ves 17 (Centre Kaptol), tel. (+385-1)
486 07 89, www.bonkulovic.com. Open 09:00-21:00;
closed Sun. A
BORNSTEIN
This is a boutique wine store in town and it’s run by a
team that will tell you the A-Z of the fine grape drop.
Its owners have reinvigorated this immaculate wine bar
located just above the Zagreb Cathedral, in a 19th century basement. Over 300 wines are available from small
family owned wineries to the more prestige sorts.QC‑1,
Kaptol 19, tel. (+385-1) 481 23 61, www.bornstein.hr.
Open 10:00-23:00; Fri, Sat 10:00-24:00; closed Sun.
A
DELIKATESE PRTENJAČA
Nestled at the heart of the ever evolving Martićeva you will
find Delikatese Prtenjača. This family run location looks to
present all that can be found at the top tables of Dalmatia...
and Slavonia too! Pršut, panceta, olive oil, cheese, it’s all
here. The cheeses are from Pag, the meat from the family’s
own production range. You’ll also find a comprehensive
range of rakijas, Jedna, from traditional grape rakija to the
less common apricot. There are also wines from the Sűber
vineyard, in Erdut and from MASVIN in Polača - where the
Prtenjača family are from - and they’re the only ones in Zagreb selling Toni Guberac honey. That’s not all! Pay them a
visit, see what else you’ll find. QD‑2, Martićeva 16, www.
prsut-prtenjaca.hr. Open 09:00-16:00; Sat 08:00-13:00;
closed Sun. J
GLIGORA
Award-winning Pag cheese manufactures from Kolan, located on the Island Pag.QC‑2, Dolac Market, tel. (+385-1)
580 12 84, www.gligora.com. Open 07:00-14:00; Sun
07:00-13:00; closed Mon. A
HERITAGE CROATIAN FOOD
Heritage Croatian Food is a great little spot with a noble
concept: preserving Croatian gastronomic heritage and
encouraging small-scale local producers by offering customers the very best foods the country has to offer. It’s a
hybrid between a street food style venue and a delicatessen, with products ranging from olive oil to handmade
chocolates which all can be sampled and purchased. They
make ideal gifts and souvenirs, and come in attractively
designed packages.QC‑2, Petrinjska 14, tel. (+385-) 097
684 23 06, www.facebook.com/heritagecroatianfood.
Open 12:00-21:00; Sat 12:00-16:00. (9 - 75kn). AP
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KRAŠ
Croatian factory of candies and sweets of all kinds. Award
winning, bring your sweet tooth and try Bajadere and Griotte! Also at Avenija Marina Držića bb (E-4), tel. (+385-1)
611 32 91, Open 07:00 - 20:00, Closed Sun and Varšavska
1 (B-2), tel. (+385-1) 487 28 55, Open 07:00 - 20:00, Closed
Sun.QC‑2, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 12, tel. (+385-1) 481
04 43, www.kras.hr. Open 07:00-20:00; closed Sun. A
KUĆA ZELENOG ČAJA
A teahouse selling dozens of aromatised black, green,
white, herbal, fruit and rooibos teas.QB‑2, Ilica 14 (Pas‑
sage Lovački rog), tel. (+385-1) 483 06 67, www.
kucazelenogcaja.com. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat 09:0016:00; closed Sun. AJ
Take me Home
Archives
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MORE STYLE FOR LESS
CASH
BRITANSKI TRG ANTIQUE MARKET
Sunday mornings are always an attraction as the antique market is bursting with flair and excitement.
Here you will find various decorative things, old books
and collectables of both local and international origin.
Located in the very heart of the city, the market is a real
cultural treat for all fans of antiquity.QA‑2, Britanski
trg.
HRELIĆ (JAKUŠEVAC) FLEA MARKET
You may meet the Croatian version of the ‘Trotter
brothers’ here as this is the city’s largest Sunday flea
market. Situated on the outskirts of the city, it is jam
packed with goodies from cars, motor-cycles, clothes,
to thousands of other handy items. You name it, it’s
sure to have it! Bargaining will be fun and do take the
time to relish some of the authentic local food and
meat dishes on offer! Get in early as merchants leave
by noon. The quickest way to get to the Fair is to catch
the bus number 295 at the Zapruđe Station, this line is
available on Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays. For
more info visit: www.zet.hr.QK‑5, Sajmišna cesta 8,
Jakuševac.
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TAKE ME HOME CROATIAN DESIGN SHOP
The perfect place to pick up some chic Croatian gifts and
souvenirs created by over 60 local designers. Tote bags
with traditional Croatian motifs printed on modern designs, unique jewellery, trendy notebooks and planners,
art prints, cool t-shirts, awarded kids’ toys and handmade
cosmetics to take home from your trip.
1

Tomićeva 4 (near Funicular), tel. (+385-1) 798 76 32,
www.takemehome.hr. Open 09:30-20:00; Sat 10:0015:00; closed Sun.

1

2

2
TOP - NICHE PERFUMERY
Shopping for fragrances, then head to TOP for a journey of
the senses! Their range includes more than fifty exquisite
perfumes, skin care and home fragrance brands including
Byredo, Escentric Molecules, Juliette Has A Gun, Profvmvm
Roma through to Australian Aesop, Dr. Barbara Sturm and
more. Other accessories include hard-to-find scented
candles and diffusors amongst other items. So turn your
home into a sweetly scented haven! You can find them at
two city locations, in Tomićeva Street near the funicular,
and on the main Ban Jelačić Square.
2

Trg bana J. Jelačića 13, tel. (+385-1) 466 89 86, www.top.
hr. Open 11:00-20:00; Sat 10:00-15:00; closed Sun.
Tomićeva 4, tel. (+385-1) 798 09 69, Open 11:00-20:00; Sat
10:00-15:00; closed Sun.
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STRIPOVI NA KVADRAT
An abundance of comics from this part of Europe as
well as the best known English editions are hot off
the press here. Heaps of figurines, t-shirts, badges,
toys, games, DVDs and gifts are also available and
their website is updated with the latest releases.
3

Preradovićeva 34, tel. (+385-1) 483 77 77, www.
stripovi.hr. Open 09:00-20:00; Sat 09:00-15:00;
closed Sun.

5

G.E.A.GALLERY
If you can’t make it to the rest of Croatia, this place on your way
to the Stone Gate offers you something handmade from each
part of the country. The staff are highly knowledgeable about
the products they sell, so you’ll bring home a story or two as
well as a souvenir for which you can be sure it was invented and
produced in Croatia.
4

Radićeva 35, tel. (+385-) 091 554 38 91. Open 10:30-19:00; closed
Sun.

ULIČNI ORMAR
The English translation means ‘Street Wardrobe’ and this treasure
of a store holds second hand vintage and retro clothes that have
stood the test of time. It’s purely vintage with some outstanding
items up for grabs. Situated in a small courtyard, only few minutes walking distance from the main square, come and enjoy the
atmosphere, music and authenticity of each piece.
5

Nikole Jurišića 16, tel. (+385-1) 492 65 00, www.ulicni-ormar.hr.
Open 10:00-20:00; Sat 11:00-16:00; closed Sun. From 50kn.
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ARRIVING BY PLANE
The new passenger terminal at the Franjo Tuđman Airport, located 17km out of town and with a capacity of
hosting 5 million passengers per year, went into commercial use in spring 2017. Getting to Town: Pleso prijevoz
(www.plesoprijevoz.hr) runs a bus service from Franjo
Tuđman Airport to the Zagreb Bus Station (autobusni
kolodvor), which leaves according to flight schedules from
outside the international arrivals and costs 30kn/person.
Those willing to part with a bit more cash can catch a taxi
in front of the international arrivals. Due to the specific location of the Airport, taxi rates can differ significantly.
FRANJO TUĐMAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
ZAGREB (ZRAČNA LUKA FRANJO TUĐMAN
ZAGREB)
QRudolfa Fizira 1, tel. (+385-) 060 32 03 20, www.
zagreb-airport.hr.

ARRIVING BY BUS
While Zagreb has several smaller hubs and terminals for
citywide public buses and trams, there is only one intercity terminal. This can be found to the south east of the city
centre, on Avenija Marina Držića, best known as Držićeva. If
you wish to get here from the city centre, i.e. from the main
square Trg Bana Jelačić, just grab the first 6 you see coming
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from the west, in the direction of Sopot. The numbers 2,
5, 7 and 8 also stop in front of the station, so consult our
tram map! The 3, 9 and 13 will also run near, but you’ll have
to get off and walk one stop further. The majority of timetables are online, with some like Flixbus having additional
services listed only on their own site. Tickets can be purchased online and collected at any of 15 points within the
terminal itself. If time is a luxury, you can also purchase tickets by phone and have them delivered to your doorstep.
Be aware that there is a narrow afternoon delivery window.
The coach service for the airport, Pleso prijevoz, leaves from
here, every half an hour. If you’re only stopping in Zagreb,
waiting on a connecting bus and have a few hours to grab
dinner or a drink then you’ll find several cafes along the
front of the terminal as well as the excellent Magazinska
klet – Pri staroj smokvi to the rear on Strojarska cesta. Try
the Leskovački voz (Leskovac ‘train’) while there.
MAIN BUS STATION (AUTOBUSNI KOLODVOR)
QE‑4, Avenija M. Držića bb, tel. (+385-) 072 500 400,
www.akz.hr.

ARRIVING BY TRAIN
The main train station can be found at the south eastern
corner of the Lenuci Horseshoe, a series of parks that were
built in the 1800s when this part of the city was considered
zagreb.inyourpocket.com
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the outskirts. Here you can find your train for local, national,
and international destinations. Access to the station is possible to the rear, where you’ll find a bus terminal servicing
multiple suburbs across the south of the city. The history of
the station might not be immediately evident, but should
you find time to see the lobby of the nearby Palace Hotel you will see any number of photos documenting the
myriad of Hollywood stars who passed through. You see,
Zagreb used be a stop on the original London-Istanbul Orient Express, as featured in no small number of murder mysteries and spy sagas. Once there, you’re walking distance to
the city centre, and a pleasurable walk too through three of
the parks of the Horseshoe, Trg kralja Tomislava, Park Josipa
Jurja Strossmayera, and Zrinjevac. The latter two play host
to several festivals through the year, while the nearest to
the station turns into an ice rink for Advent. If you need to
go further afield than the centre you’ll find tram numbers
2, 4, 6, 9 and 13 passing in either direction, while taxis can
also be found out front.
MAIN TRAIN STATION (GLAVNI KOLODVOR)
QC‑4, Trg kralja Tomislava 12, tel. (+385-1) 378 25 83,
www.hzpp.hr.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
TRAMS & BUSES
Getting around town is made all the much easier via the
city’s Tram and Bus Systems, both of which can take you
from A to Z. Tramwise, the city has 15 tram lines that run
from 04:00 - 24:00; the night trams (4 lines) run from 24:00
- 04:00. In terms of buses, a list of departure times can
be found at all bus stops marked by the blue signs with
a bus picture. The biggest bus stop is just south of C-4,
Glavni kolodvor through the Importanne Mall passage.
There are 133 daily bus lines and 4 night lines which link
Zagreb, Sesvete, Velika Gorica and Zaprešić. The largest
and most known tram and bus stations are positioned at
Črnomerec, Dubec, Glavni kolodvor, and Savski most. Tickets cost 10kn for daily transport and 15kn for night rides
(00:00 – 04:00), each is valid for 90 minutes, while daily
tickets are 30kn. A 4kn ticket is valid for short rides up to
30 minutes, a 7kn ticket up to 60 minutes and are available
only at kiosks and ZET store while the others are available
from the driver on buses, at kiosks or ZET stores. Children
under six ride free. Please validate your ticket once you
board: an invalidated ticket is as good as no ticket at all,
and getting caught without one is an embarrassing and
costly experience, with inspectors operating on a random
schedule. For detailed schedules and route plans of ZET
buses and trams, simply visit www.zet.hr.
Qtel. (+385-) 072 50 04 00, www.zet.hr.
THE SLJEME BUS LINE
The Sljeme line numbered 140 takes off from Mihaljevac
stop and goes to the Tomislavov dom’s stop, eight times
a day throughout the week, and every hour on weekends
between 06:20 – 21:50.Qwww.zet.hr/userdocsimages/
voznired/140.pdf.
facebook.com/ZagrebInYourPocket
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TOURIST INFORMATION
TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRE
Free info phone number 0800 53 53. Also at the Zagreb Airport, next to the arrivals area, at the Main Bus
Station, at the Main Train Station and Lotrščak Tower.
QC‑2, Trg bana Josipa Jelačića 6 (Prolaz Harmica),
tel. (+385-) 0800 53 53/(+385-1) 481 40 51, www.
infozagreb.hr. Open 08:30 - 20:00, Sat 09:00 - 18:00,
Sun 10:00 - 16:00.
ZAGREB COUNTY TOURIST BOARD
QC‑3, Preradovićeva 42, tel. (+385-1) 487 36 65,
www.tzzz.hr. Open 08:00-16:00; closed Sun, Sat.

PARKING
STREET PARKING/SMS PARKING
There are four parking zones in Zagreb, indicated by signs
on the side of the street: zone 1 is 12kn/h with a maximum
waiting time of 2 hours, zone 2 is 5kn/h with a maximum
waiting time of 3 hours, zone 3 is 2kn/h and zone 4 is 10kn/
day. Purchase your ticket at the ticket machine box which
is beside the parking sign and make sure you display it
on your dashboard, or use your mobile to text message
your registration number (no gaps) to the number shown
(including the international code if you’re using a foreign
mobile). Your payment is confirmed when you receive a
return text message from the appropriate authorities. As a
timely service, you’ll receive a text message reminding you
to top up your parking ticket limit before it expires or to
move your car. In case you don’t pay for your parking spot
or over-run your allotted time, you’ll be left a ticket valid
for 24 hours from the moment the beady-eyed inspector
spotted your naughtiness. The 24-hour ticket costs 100,
60, 20 or 30kn respectively according to the zone, and can
be paid in any post office.Qwww.zagrebparking.hr.

TAXIS
EKO TAXI
As soon as you reach Zagreb, download Eko Taxi’s free and
easy to use application which is available on IOS and Android
Systems, and you can order a taxi without even making a call.
These are hybrid vehicles, the starting price is 8.80kn, and every kilometre thereafter costs 6kn whilst the price for waiting
is 43kn per hour. All luggage is free of charge and the prices
are the same for night rides, Sundays and public holidays.
QVodovodna 20a, tel. (+385-) 14 14, www.ekotaxi.hr. A
RADIO TAKSI ZAGREB
Taxis should only charge a 10kn flat fee plus 6kn/km. These
prices are consistent for night rides, holidays and weekends.
There is no additional charge for luggage whilst the price
for waiting is 40kn per hour. You can find lines of them in
front of all major hotels, the train and bus stations and numerous other central locations.QD‑6, Božidara Magovca
55, tel. (+385-) 17 17, www.radio-taksi-zagreb.hr.
Photo by David Boca on Unsplash 5

TRANSFER SERVICE
GOOPTI
GoOpti offers comfortable and convenient transfers
to and from a number of airports. Currently it operates in more then 50 cities, including Ljubljana, Venice, Munich, Trieste and more, making airport tranfers
as stressfree as possible. You can’t go wrong with
GoOpti. With prices starting at €7, GoOpti’s main characteristics are proffesional drivers, an exemplary safety
record and a smart and easy online booking system.
Qwww.goopti.com.
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TAXI CAMMEO
These taxis do not park at the usual taxi stands but you
can stop them by raising your hand or by phoning 1212
and 060 71 00. The starting price is 6kn, and every kilometre thereafter costs 6kn whilst the price for waiting is
40kn per hour. These prices are consistent for night rides,
holidays and weekends. There is no additional charge for
luggage.Qtel. (+385-) 12 12/(+385-) 060 71 00, www.
taxi-cammeo.hr. A
UBER
The Uber app is in full swing in Zagreb. Go anywhere in the
city at any time with the tap of your finger. Use the app to
find the driver nearest to you, automatically calculate the fare
and pay via their exclusive cashless system. Uber is the most
affordable option for getting around. Qwww.uber.com.
zagreb.inyourpocket.com

Street register
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29. X. 1918.
Aleksandrove stube
Amruševa
Andrije Hebranga
A. Heinza
Andrije Žaje
Antuna Bauera
Arnoldova
Augusta Šenoe
A. Marina Držića
Bakačeva
Barčićeva
Baruna Trenka
Basaričekova
Bednjanska
Berislavićeva
Biankinijeva
Bogovićeva
Božidara Adžije
Branjugova
Brešćenskoga
Britanski trg
Brozova
Buconjićeva
Bulatova
Bulićeva
Čačkovićeva
Cesarčeva
Čirilometodska
Crnatkova
Dalmatinska
Degenova
Demetrova
Dežmanova
Domagojeva
Đorđićeva
Dubravkin put
Dvoranski prečac
Erdödyeva
Felbingerove stube
Florijana Andrašeca
Frane Petrića

C-1
B-1
C-2
B-3
E-1
A-3
E-3
A-2
D-3
E-4
C-2
E-2
C-3
C-1
B-4
C-3
E-2
C-2
A-3
D-2
E-2
A-2
A-4
A-2
A-2
E-2
E-1
C-2
C-1
A-4
B-2
C-1
B-1
B-2
D-4
D-2
B-1
C-1
E-3
C-1
A-4
C-2

Franje Račkog
Frankopanska
Froudeova
Golubovac
Grič
Grgura Ninskog
Gundulićeva
Habdelićeva
Harmica
Hochmanova
Hrvojeva
Ilica
Ivana Gorana Kovačića
Ivana Kukuljevića
Ivekovićeve stube
Jagićeva
Janka Draškovića
Jezuitski trg
Jukićeva
Jurišićeva
Jurja Žerjavića
Jurkovićeva
Kačićeva
Kamaufova
Kamenita
Kaptol
Kapucinske stube
Katančićeva
Katarinin trg
Klaićeva
Kneza Borne
Kneza Branimira
Kneza Lj. Posavskog
Kneza Mislava
Kneza Mutimira
Kneza Višeslava
Koranska
Kordunska
Koturaška
Kovačića Ante
Kozarčeva
Kotarska

D-2
B-3
B-1
B-1
B-2
C-4
B-3
C-1
C-2
A-3
E-3
A-2
B-1
A-2
D-1
A-3
D-3
C-1
A-3
C-2
B-3
E-1
A-3
E-2
C-1
C-1
B-1
C-3
C-1
A-3
D-3
D-4
E-3
D-3
D-3
E-3
B-4
A-2
A-4
C-3
A-1
C-1

Kralja Držislava
Kralja Zvonimira
Kraljice Jelene
Kranjčevićeva
Križanićeva
Kršnjavoga
Krutićeva
Krvavi most
Kumičićeva
Kurelčeva
Kuševićeva
Laginjina
Lepušićeva
Lisinskog
Lopašićeva
Ljudevita Gaja
Margaretska
Marićev prolaz
Markovićev trg
Martićeva
Marulićev trg
Masarykova
Matičina
Matoševa
Mažuranićev trg
Medulićeva
Mesnička
Mihanovićeva
Miklouševa
Mikulićeva
Miramarska
Mletačka
Mlinarske stube
Mrazovićeva
Nikole Tesle
Novakova
Opatička
Opatovina
Palmotićeva
Pantovčak
Park Ribnjak
Paromlinska

D-3
E-2
E-3
A-4
D-3
A-3
E-3
C-2
C-4
D-2
B-1
E-2
E-3
B-1
E-2
C-3
C-2
C-2
B-1
D-2
B-3
B-2
C-3
B-1
B-3
B-3
B-2
B/C-4
C-1
E-1
C-4
B-1
C-1
D-3
C-2
D-1
C-1
C-1
D-3
A-2
D-1
C-4

Patačićkina
D-2
Pavla Hatza
D-3
Pavla Šubića
E-3
Pavlinovićeva
A-2
Perkovčeva
B-3
Petrinjska
C-2
Petrova
E-1
Pierottijeva
A-3
Pod zidom
C-2
Posilovićeva
E-1
Praška
C-2
Preobražanska
C-2
Preradovićeva
C-3
Pr. Gjure Deželića
A-2
Primorska
A-2
Radićeva
C-1
Radnička cesta J/K-3, K/L-4
Radnički dol
A-1
Ribnjak
C-1
Rokov perivoj
B-2
Rokova
A-2
Rubetićeva
D-1
Ruđera Boškovića
D-3
Runjaninova
B-4
Šalata
D-1
Savska cesta
A-4
Schlosserove stube
D-2
Širolina
E-3
Skalinska
C-1
Smičiklasova
D-2
Splavnica
C-2
Stančićeva
E-3
Starčevićev trg
C-4
Streljačka
B-1
Strojarska
E-4
Strossmayerov trg
C-3
Strossmayerovo šet.
B-2
Svačićev trg
C-3
Švearova
E-3
Brezovačkoga
B-1
Tkalčićeva
C-1
Tomašićeva
E-2

Tomićeva
B-2
Tratinska
A-4
Trg Ante Starčevića
C-4
Trg bana Josipa Jelačića C-2
Trg Biskupa J. Langa D-1
Trg braće Hrv. Zmaja C-1
Trg Franklina Roosvelta B-3
Trg žrtava fašizma
D-3
Trg kralja P. Krešimira IV E-3
Trg kralja Tomislava
C-3
Trg Republike Hrvatske B-3
Trg N. Šubića Zrinjskog C-3
Trg Petra Preradovića C-2
Trg Petra Petretića
E-1
Trg Svetog Marka
C-1
Trnjanska cesta
D-4
Trpimirova
D-4
Tuškanac
B-1
Tvrtkova
E-3
Unska
B-4
Varšavska
B-2
Vinkovićeva
C-1
Visoka
B-1
Vitezovićeva
C-1
Vladimira Nazora
A-1
Vlaška
D-2
Voćarska cesta
E-1
Voćarsko naselje
E-1
Vodnikova
B-4
Vojnovićeva
E-2
Vončininova
D-1
Vramčeva
D-1
Vranicanijeva
B-1
Vukotinovićeva
B-3
Weberova
C-1
Zamenhoffova
A-1
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city visions - city Iconography ii
(1950 – 2000 +)

17 December 2019 – 23 FEBRUARY 2020
Modern gallery, 1 andrija hebrang street, Zagreb

